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Abstract  
 

Background to the problem - Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has become an attractive 

attribute in companies, due to pressure to work with the phenomenon (Candy, 2013) and also 

because of the pressure of competitiveness (Militaru & Ionescu, 2007). CSR has become a 

strategic issue (Morgan, Ryu & Mirvis, 2009) and some researchers believe CSR efforts could 

lead to competitive advantage (Filho, Wanderley, Gómez & Farache, 2010; Militaru & 

Ionescu, 2007; Porter & Kremer, 2006). Managers’ perceptions could influence actions,  

organizational behavior and performance within a company (Abbas, 2009; Pedersen, 2010). It 

is important, for CSR to be exerted in an organization, that managers' perceptions are  

supportive (Abbas, 2009; Pedersen, 2010). Managers’ perceptions about the connection  

between CSR and competitive advantage has however not been extensively studied in the 

industry, in which accounting firms are active. 

 

Research problem - What are managers’ perceptions of the connection between CSR efforts 

and competitive advantage in large accounting firms? 

 

Purpose - Based on managers' perceptions, describe and explore the connection between CSR 

efforts and competitive advantage in large accounting firms in Sweden. The purpose is also to 

expand research in the field of how accounting firms themselves are working with CSR. 

 

Method - This study is based upon a qualitative research with an abductive methodologically. 

In this thesis, five large accounting firms and their managers have been interviewed, both in 

the local offices and the head offices located in Sweden.  

 

Conclusions - The study shows that managers perceive competitive advantage to not derive 

from CSR efforts. This because, to work with CSR is perceived as taken for granted and 

obligatory for the accounting firms to exert. To not work with CSR is perceived by companies 

to face a huge risk of lagging behind their competitors. It is however suggested to be an  

advantage to work with CSR, due to positive outcomes, such as increased image and  

reputation and also for attracting and retaining desirable employees. 

 

Implications - By studying how large accounting firms work with CSR themselves and  

managers’ perceptions about the connection between their CSR efforts and competitive  

advantage, this study contributes to expand previous research, done in the field of accounting 

firms. 

 

 

Keywords: CSR and Competitive Advantage; CSR and Accounting firms, Managers’  

Perceptions and CSR, Linkage between Competitive Advantage and CSR. 

 

  



 
 

Sammanfattning 
 

Bakgrund till problemet - Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) har med åren blivit ett  

attraktivt verktyg för företag att arbeta med (Candy, 2013) eftersom att pressen på företag att 

arbeta med fenomenet ökat (Candy, 2013) och även för att trycket på konkurrenskraft ökat 

(Militaru & Ionescu, 2007). CSR har blivit en strategisk fråga (Morgan, Ryu & Mirvis, 2009) 

och vissa forskare anser att CSR åtgärder kan leda till konkurrensfördelar (Filho, Wanderley, 

Gómez & Farache, 2010; Militaru & Ionescu, 2007; Porter & Kremer, 2006). Chefers upp-

fattningar kan påverka handlingar, beteende och prestation i en organisation (Abbas, 2009; 

Pedersen, 2010). För att CSR ska kunna verka i en organisation, är det viktigt att chefers  

uppfattningar stödjer CSR aktiviteter (ibid.). Chefers uppfattningar om huruvida CSR och 

konkurrensfördelar är kopplade till varandra har dock inte blivit studerat i stor utsträckning i 

den industri där revisionsföretag är aktiva. 

 

Problemformulering - Vad är chefers uppfattningar om kopplingen mellan CSR åtgärder och 

konkurrensfördelar i stora revisionsföretag? 

 

Syfte -  Beskriva och undersöka kopplingen mellan CSR åtgärder och konkurrensfördelar i 

fem stora revisionsföretag i Sverige baserat på chefers uppfattningar. Syftet är också att ut-

vidga forskning inom området för hur revisionsföretag arbetar med CSR på egen hand. 

 

Metod - Denna studie är baserad på en kvalitativ ansats med en abduktiv metodologi. I denna 

uppsats, har chefer i fem stora revisionsföretag blivit intervjuade, både på de lokala kontoren 

och huvudkontoren i Sverige. 

  

Slutsatser - Baserat på revisionsföretagen och chefernas uppfattningar, visar studien att  

konkurrensfördelar inte härleds från CSR-arbete. Detta eftersom CSR-arbetet uppfattas vara 

en självklarhet att utöva samt obligatoriskt. Enligt respondenternas finns det en stor risk för att 

halka efter sina konkurrenter om företag inte arbetar med CSR.  Det är en fördel att arbeta 

med CSR, detta på grund av de positiva resultat som förväntas uppstå, såsom ökad/ökat image 

och rykte, samt att attrahera och behålla värdefull personal.  

 

Bidrag till forskning – Den här studien bidrar till att utvidga tidigare forskning inom  

revisionsbranschen. Hur stora revisionsbyråer arbetar på egen hand med CSR och chefernas 

uppfattningar om kopplingen mellan CSR-arbete och konkurrensfördelar har studerats.  

 

 
Nyckelord: CSR och Konkurrensfördelar; CSR och Revisionsbyråer, Chefers Uppfattningar 

och CSR, Kopplingen mellan Konkurrensfördelar och CSR. 
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the background to the problem will first be presented. The background to the 

problem will later on culminate into a discussion about research gaps found in previous  

research. The research gaps will be covered by a research problem and the purpose of the 

study will be introduced. In the end of this chapter, descriptions of key concepts chosen will 

be highlighted as well delimitations of the investigation and the thesis continued disposition. 

1.1 Problem background 

The creation of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) came from the idea that companies 

have obligations and responsibilities to society, reaching beyond what is demanded by law 

(Crane, McWilliams, Matten, Moon & Siegel, 2008; Smith, 2002). The areas treated are for 

instance: economic-, legal-, ethical-, philanthropic-, (Carroll, 1991) and environmental  

responsibilities (McWilliams & Siegel, 2011). CSR work started off with the goal to improve 

workers’ conditions (Crane et al., 2008), developing into more than philanthropy and regional 

thinking (Morgan et al., 2009), to become a global phenomenon in the 21st century (Crane et 

al., 2008). 

 

The pressure increasingly arises on companies, to provide well-being for society and to  

ensure socially conscious consumers that the environment is not being harmed, at least to a 

minimal extent, when producing services and goods (Candy, 2013). Societal expectations on 

business are mentioned as one of the large challenges today’s companies are faced with,  

increasing just as the pressure for corporate governance and citizenship (Morgan et al., 2009). 

Some companies that are exerting CSR, are doing a strategic move where the aim is to per-

form ‘good business’; for others it could be a response to public pressure; as well as a  

combination of the two (Guarnieri & Kao, 2008). The goal is however to exert strategic CSR, 

which means that companies are planning on a long term basis to work with CSR and are not 

only responding temporarily to society by using occasional CSR actions (Militaru & Ionescu, 

2007). To work with CSR strategically (on long term basis) requires that the perceptions of 

the managers are supportive (Abbas, 2009; Pedersen, 2010). 

 

Managers’ perceptions could influence actions, organizational behavior and performance 

within a company (Abbas, 2009; Pedersen, 2010). A challenge with this is if managers do not 

see reasons for working with CSR, because their perceptions about CSR are negative.  

However, the interest to work with CSR is in a wider extent rising among companies in  

today’s environment (Militaru & Ionescu, 2007). Only a healthy balance sheet is not the key 

for long-term business success (ibid.). Managers could also be pressured from stakeholders, 

because stakeholders have significant interest in implementing CSR activities (Calabrese & 

Lancioni, 2008).  

 

Improved reputation could be one reason for working with CSR. In a consumer survey made 

by Smith (2002), consumers claimed that the CSR reputation of companies influenced their 

purchasing decision. Reputation has become more important lately, due to intense surveil-

lance by different medias, causing exposed abuses done by business (Elkington, 1997).  

If companies do not take Corporate Social Responsibility, it is possible that companies lose 

customers (Smith, 2002). Companies exerting CSR may earn money and create a profit, even 

though they spend more, due to rewarding customer behavior (ibid.). If not exerting CSR, 

there is a risk of the firm going bankrupt, since customers do not want to be customers of an 

unethical company today (ibid.). 
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CSR can be used as a strategy for competitive advantage in companies (Filho et al., 2010; 

Militaru & Ionescu, 2007; Porter & Kremer, 2006). In many corporations and industries it is 

almost obligatory to work with the phenomenon, according to Cho, Lee and Park (2012).  

One reason for this could be that stakeholders today expect companies to work with CSR 

(Militaru & Ionescu, 2007). It is possible that competitive advantage could be achieved for a 

firm due to CSR, if it contributes to the well-being of society at large (Husted & Allen, 2001; 

Porter & Kremer, 2006). For companies to create and sustain CSR, it has to be an integrated 

part of the business strategies in the companies (Verma, 2014), but also show in actions of 

CSR and reports of it into daily activities (Cho et al., 2012). This makes CSR hard to ignore, 

both for competitors but also for interest groups of the companies (Cho et al., 2012). CSR has 

become an attractive attribute in companies and the pressures of competitiveness in  

companies are increasing, making CSR into a strategic issue (Morgan et al., 2009). 

1.2 Problem discussion 

CSR is an important phenomenon to take into account among corporations, due to global 

pressure (Crane et al., 2008; Morgan et al., 2009). Since managers are strongly recognized as 

drivers of CSR and often have the authority to influence actions, performance and  

organizational behaviors (Abbas, 2009; Crane et al., 2008; Morgan et al., 2009), their  

perceptions could influence how companies work with CSR activities (Pedersen, 2010). 

 

To our knowledge, a qualitative study about managers’ perceptions of CSR needs to be  

exerted. Athanasopoulous (2012) has done a quantitative comparison between CSR attitudes 

in different organizational contexts, studying managers’ perceptions in non-profit and  

for-profit companies. Öberseder, Schlegelmilch and Murphy (2013) have quantitatively been 

comparing CSR practices with consumer perception of CSR activities performed by  

companies. Employees’ perception of CSR (Rupp, Ganapathi, Aguilera, & Williams, 2006) 

and accounting/business students’ perceptions of CSR have also been studied quantitatively 

(Fitzpatrick, 2013; Ibrahim & Angelidis, 1993; Ibrahim, Angelidis & Howard, 2006). By 

studying managers’ perceptions of CSR, using a quantitative method based on surveys where 

the conclusions are drawn statistically generalizable, are by previous researchers done in wide 

extent (Ibrahim & Angelidis, 1993; Ibrahim et al., 2006; Kinard, Smith & Kinard, 2003).  

Siltaoja (2006) agrees and means that a qualitative investigation needs be done in terms of 

studying CSR and perceptions. This indicates a research gap where managers’ perceptions 

about CSR need to be studied further by doing qualitative research. However, to study  

managers’ perceptions of CSR, it is further relevant to understand if the size of companies 

could influence CSR efforts (Perrini, Russo & Tencati, 2007). 

 

According to Duff (2011) and Duff and Guo (2010), more investigation about CSR needs to 

be done in the field of studying large companies. To clarify, large companies are companies 

with more than 250 employees (Ekonomifakta, 2013). According to Perrini et al. (2007) the 

size of companies could influence to what degree they participate in CSR; since small  

companies struggle to keep up the CSR work in the long run, because of financial difficulties, 

more CSR actions are taken by large sized companies (ibid.). To come up with the knowledge 

of why large companies utilize CSR in wider extent than small companies, more investigation 

needs to be done in the field of studying large companies (Duff, 2011; Duff & Guo, 2010; 

Perrini et al., 2007). The research gap will be to further study large companies and their CSR 

efforts; the question is however in what kind of industry managers’ perceptions in large com-

panies need to be studied. 
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Accounting firms and how they themselves work with CSR has not been studied extensively. 

What could be obvious is that accounting firms that are offering services, such as reviewing 

other companies’ accounting in accordance with good corporate social responsibility, also 

should work with CSR themselves. What most researchers have been investigating is  

accounting as the economic activity (Christie, Dyck, Morrill & Stewart, 2013; Moser &  

Martin, 2012), namely how accounting firms review other companies’ reports and not about 

how accounting firms themselves use CSR. Duff and Guo (2010) have however investigated 

how the ‘big four’ (KPMG, PWC, EY and Deloitte), the largest international accounting 

firms, disclose working with CSR. Duff and Guo (2010) had no personal contact with the 

companies. Secondary sources were used as base for their investigation, such as annual  

reports and websites. The study showed that the ‘big four’ use different types of social medias 

to showcase their work with CSR, which indicates that they are actively working with CSR 

(Duff, 2011; Duff & Guo, 2010). 

 

The reason why the big four want to show their CSR efforts could be to foster future  

employment within the company and to prove how attractive the workplace is, but also to 

bring forth the social responsibility they actually take (Duff & Guo, 2010). Since accounting 

firms have been studied as an element for financial advisory and not for how they work with 

CSR themselves, it is suggested that the independent accounting firms and their CSR efforts 

are in need of more research (Christie et al., 2013; Moser & Martin, 2012). So far the research 

gap provided is narrowed down to large accounting firms and how they work with CSR on 

their own. The next relevant issue is to understand the reasons for why companies overall 

work with CSR and what benefits it could give a company. 

 

According to Militaru and Ionescu (2007) there is a possible connection between CSR and 

competitive advantage. The connection involves certain CSR activities, for instance social 

reputation and organizational commitment, which have a positive and highly significant  

impact on CSR as well as on competitive advantage (ibid.). However, not all CSR activities 

are closely connected to all aspects of business performances. For instance profitability is,  

according to Militaru and Ionescu (2007), not connected to competitive advantage. This  

indicates that only some CSR activities are strongly connected to competitive advantage and 

others are not. Filho et al. (2010) believe there is connection between CSR, corporate strategy 

and competitive advantage. Factors like resources, reputation and image, employee  

motivation, people retention, social-, environmental- and economic performance were studied. 

Both Filho et al. (2010) and Militaru and Ionescu (2007) suggested that more empirical  

evidence had to be collected to increase the credibility of the results. This provides a research 

gap for the purpose of this study, and the connection between competitive advantage and CSR 

need to be studied further.  

 

With background from previous research, it is suggested to make a qualitative research,  

studying the connection between CSR and competitive advantage, perceived by managers in 

large accounting firms. 

 

1.3 Research problem 
What are managers’ perceptions of the connection between CSR efforts and competitive  

advantage in large accounting firms? 
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1.4 Purpose  
Based on suggestions from previous research, the purpose of this thesis is mainly to describe 

and explore the connection between CSR efforts and competitive advantage in large account-

ing firms in Sweden, perceived by managers. This in order to expand previous research in the 

field of accounting firms. 

1.5 Key concepts 

In order to facilitate the key concepts used in this study, an overview of the definitions chosen 

are found in figure 1. The underlying discussions of how the chosen definitions have been 

formulated are found in the text below. 

 
Figure 1: Own-constructed figure: Definitions used in this thesis. 

1.5.1 Definition of Perception 

Perception is a term widely used in philosophy and science. Cohen and Wartofsky (1969) 

explain perception as a “primary form of cognitive contact with the world around” (p. 137). 

 

A later definition is “Perception is our sensory experience of the world around us” (Cherry, 

2014, downloaded 14-01-27); in this thesis we will use this later definition. 

 

Perceptions result in different types of actions within our environment (Cherry, 2014). The 

environment, or the social context (e.g. values, beliefs and ambitions) could influence an  

individual’s perception (Athanasopoulou, 2012), which means that to understand managers’ 

attitudes, a knowledge of their social context could be useful. 

1.5.2 Definition of CSR 

According to Cerne (2008), CSR is a flexible concept that is hard to generally define.  

However, most definitions found are similar. 

 

The concept can be defined as when “businesses goes beyond charity; it requires the company 

to act beyond its legal obligations; to integrate economic-, social-, environmental-, ethical-, 

and other concerns to company’s business model” (Verma, 2014, p. 2). The European Com-

mission (2011) agrees, also Portney (2005) defines CSR in a similar manner: "a consistent 

pattern, at the very least, of private firms doing more than they are required to do under  

applicable laws and regulations governing the environment, worker safety and health, and 

investments in the communities in which they operate" (p. 108).  
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Previous researchers have had similar definitions and therefore the definition used for CSR in 

this thesis is an assembly of previous researcher expressions for the concept, shown below. 

 

A company is supposed to follow the law regarding social responsibilities, but also go beyond 

this continuously and do more than what is required to do in economic, social, environmental 

and ethical terms (European Commission, 2011; Portney, 2005; Verma, 2014). 

1.5.3 Definition of Competitive Advantage 

Competitive advantage is described as an ambiguous concept by Foss and Knudsen (2003). 

Studying previous definitions of competitive advantage, the majority have similar associations 

of the concept, namely that competitive advantage is connected to performances carried out 

(Foss & Knudsen, 2003; Grahovac & Miller, 2009; Grant, 1998; Porter, 1985; Winter, 1995). 

“A firm is said to have a competitive advantage when it is implementing a value creating 

strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential competitors” 

(Barney, 1991, p. 102). 

 

Sigalas and Economou (2013) however believe that competitive advantage and superior  

performance are different concepts and cannot be equivalent defined. Superior performance 

may instead be seen as a measurement of competitive advantage and competitive advantage 

could be seen as a measurement of sources to competitive advantage (ibid.). 

 

Even if competitive advantage is a multifaceted concept, the following definition explains 

what the authors of this thesis mean by competitive advantage: “A firm’s resources, a firm’s 

capabilities, market positions or market barriers – which are considered to be the sources of 

competitive advantage – and competitive advantage per se” (Sigalas & Economou, 2013, p. 

62). For sources of competitive advantage to become competitive, they must however be 

“rare, irreplaceable, inimitable and valuable” (Filho et al., 2010, p. 305). This will also be 

taken into consideration in this thesis to understand if the accounting firms do something in an 

innovative and ‘better’ way than their competitors (Barney, 1991; Patel, 2011).  

1.6 Delimitations 
In this thesis, the problem will be studied on a management level; namely to study managers’ 

(e.g. office manager, vice CEO, brand manager, marketing manager, CSR manager)  

perceptions about the connection between CSR and competitive advantage. The reasons why 

this thesis will be based on management level and managers’ perceptions are because  

managers often are strongly connected as drivers of CSR and usually have the authority to 

implement strategies (Abbas, 2009; Crane et al., 2008; Morgan et al., 2009; Pedersen, 2010; 

Waldman, Siegel & Javidan, 2006). Mentioned earlier, previous research have been studying 

accounting as an economic activity and not extensively how the individual accounting com-

panies work with CSR themselves (Christie et al., 2013; Moser & Martin, 2012). This gives 

this paper a possibility to expand the research field in the accounting industry, to study large 

accounting firms and how they themselves work with CSR.  
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1.7 The thesis continued disposition 

 
Figure 2: Own-constructed figure: The thesis continued disposition.  
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2. Theoretical Framework 

2.1 Layout of the theoretical framework 

In this chapter, theories relevant for the problem will be presented. Focus lies on ideas of  

perceptions, CSR and competitive advantage. These three key concepts will be investigated 

further and at the end of this chapter, an own-constructed analysis model will be introduced. 

The theoretical framework is designed and structured as seen in figure 3, below: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Own-constructed figure: Structure of the theoretical framework.  

2.2 Perceptions of CSR 

Perceptions may be influenced both personal and organizational (Hemingway & Mclagan, 

2004; Ostlund, 1977) and could result in different types of actions within a person’s social 

context, e.g. values, beliefs and ambitions (Cherry, 2014). The social context does influence 

an individual’s perception (Athanasopoulou, 2012), which means that to understand  

managers’ attitudes, a knowledge of their social context may be useful. 

 

In this thesis, section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 will provide information about factors that can influence 

perceptions. The theories presented are based upon figure 4, the model of a theory developed 

by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), which is presented below. First, there are some background 

facts to explain. It may be that some managers are interested in CSR and value CSR activities, 

while others are not. Some managers might not believe in the work of CSR which others think 

it to be the best for everyone. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) believe in a causal chain which starts 

with beliefs and ends in action. This chain can predict an individual’s behavior. The theory is 

based upon an assumption, that humans are rational beings and use available information. 

People supposedly consider what effects their actions will have before deciding to engage in 

any behavior. 
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Figure 4: Factors determining a person’s behavior. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), p. 8. 

The basis of the theory is “A person’s intention to perform (or to not perform) a behavior as 

the immediate determinant of the action” (Ajzen, & Fishbein, 1980, p. 5). The determinants of 

intentions are two factors, one personal factor and one reflecting social influence. The per-

sonal determinant is a person’s judgement and involves the individual’s evaluation of if per-

forming the behavior will have a positive or negative outcome (attitude toward the behavior). 

The second factor is the person’s perception of social pressures of performing the behavior 

(subjective norm), which means that if the person believes “that important others think they 

should perform it” (Ajzen, & Fishbein, 1980, p. 6), he or she will.  

 

However, another factor must be considered and that is the weight given to each of the above 

mentioned factors (attitude towards the behavior and subjective norm). The intention could be 

primarily decided by one factor, because it weighs stronger than the other. This is called the 

relative importance of attitudinal and normative considerations. 

 

“Attitudes are a function of beliefs” (Ajzen, & Fishbein, 1980, p. 7), because if a person  

believes a certain behavior will lead to positive outcomes, this person will have a positive  

attitude towards performing that behavior (behavioral beliefs). The other kind of belief under-

lying a person’s behavior is normative beliefs, where the person perceives pressure from  

others to perform or to not perform a behavior. 

 

This model does not, however, include attitude towards objects or people, simply attitude  

towards behavior. Factors called external variables are not included in the model by Ajzen 

and Fishbein (1980), but are explained as personality traits and demographic characteristics. 

Factors which may influence behavior but, according to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), there is 

no necessary relation between behavior and any external variable and they only affect the  

determinants of the behavior.  

2.2.1 Personal values, beliefs, attitudes and behavior 

What could affect managers’ perceptions is explained by Pedersen (2009) as the persons’ 

background, such as age, gender, education, religion. Personal characteristics in perception of 

CSR are suggested by Pedersen (2009) as factors influencing personal values. This could lead 

to different behaviors in different parts of the companies, to the occurrence of different  

attitudes towards CSR, which makes it difficult to form a unified approach (ibid.).  
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Expectations from others (such as employees, owners, stakeholders) within the societal cul-

ture of the companies could also affect managers’ perceptions (Abbas, 2009). This is why 

different companies may exert CSR due to different underlying reasons (ibid.). 

 

The management’s values and attitudes could influence the structure within companies, but 

also affect the corporate culture (Abbas, 2009). This indicates that it is relevant to study man-

agers’ perceptions of CSR since it could influence actions, organizational behavior and per-

formance within businesses (Abbas, 2009; Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004; Pedersen, 2010). It 

may be difficult to establish if values are personal or organizational, according to Hemingway 

and Mclagan (2004). 

 

Organizational decisions could be driven by personal values and interests of the decision-

maker, and Hemingway and Mclagan (2004) suggest that CSR might not be a result of corpo-

rations’ policies, but of the values and actions of individuals in the companies. Managers’ 

values and beliefs are crucial in shaping ethical frameworks in companies and it is up to the 

managers to implement ethics into strategy (Desai & Rittenburg, 1997). Negative personal 

values about CSR that come from managers, can be seen as a limitation in the CSR work 

(Ostlund, 1977). The opposite goes too, positive personal values about CSR are beneficial 

when implementing CSR activities (ibid.). In companies there can be more than one manager 

and these people are likely to have different opinions and different perception of CSR; several 

different social responsibilities could be perceived (Pedersen, 2009) for the firms as a whole. 

2.2.2 Organizational priorities, ambition and moral mindset 

Different companies could have different priorities when it comes to CSR. Varenova, Samy 

and Combs (2013) found the most important CSR activities to be (1) employee responsibility, 

(2) respect for the environment, (3) product responsibility and (4) legal compliance.  

Regardless of size and/or status of the company, these responsibilities were supported. The 

responsibilities supported to a lesser degree were (1) society well-being and development, (2) 

maximization of shareholder’ wealth and (3) community well-being and development (ibid.). 

The least supported responsibility was bigger issues, such as third world development and 

fighting poverty (ibid.). It is however difficult to make a ranking for what is the most  

important priority, since organizational priorities may depend on social context  

(Athanasopoulou, 2012; Pedersen, 2010). However, there are factors that could influence  

organizational priorities controlling behavior, for example organizational ambitions (Peder-

sen, 2010).  

 

To see what ambitions managers have for taking societal responsibilities (table 1) in different 

social contexts, Pedersen (2010) has studied factors such as environment, products,  

employees, communities, government, shareholders, stakeholders and society. What was  

discovered was that managers in large companies have ambitions to take responsibility of 

business activities towards society, but still in a narrow extent. Managers’ perceptions of CSR 

are typically found in the left side in table one below; they are committed to ‘do no harm’ of 

society, but do not yet agree that it is worth investing in CSR to a 'positive force' level. To be 

investing in CSR to a ‘positive force’, means to have the ambition to be a respected member 

of society and not only an accepted member (ibid.). However, according to Vogel (2006), 

managers have a great ambition to carry out CSR activities into more than just what is  

required of them. One reason could be that managers believe CSR management adds value to 

shareholders (ibid.). 
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Table 1: Societal responsibilities as a continuum, Pedersen (2010), p. 163. 

 
Pedersen (2010) believes managers’ level of ambition, when it comes to taking responsibili-

ties toward society, can affect the organizational ambition and behavior as well. Which behav-

iors are accepted in an organization could be affected of the organization’s moral mindset  

(Reidenbach & Robin, 1999). 

 

Companies could be managed for learning to produce the ethical behavior needed, a certain 

level of moral mindset within the organization (Reidenbach & Robin, 1999). A model by  

Reidenbach and Robin (1999) initiated the studying of corporate moral development to get a 

clear picture of the process in which companies develop their moral beliefs. Through these 

stages, it is possible to tell how well developed a company is morally. It is however not stated 

that all companies need to pass through all stages, according to Reidenbach and Robin (1999). 

Explanations of the stages are put below in figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: A model of corporate moral development, Reidenbach and Robin (1999), p. 274. 
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Stage one: Companies value profit and productivity. Social responsibility is only taken to 

ensure that the companies can make more profit. Concern for employees is non-existent, what 

matters is to make profit. 

 

Stage two: Companies are considered to be a legalistic corporation that follow laws and  

regulations, but no further social responsibility. 

 

Stage three: The responsible corporation has developed more values than just making profit 

and following the laws of society. It exists a responsibility within the companies to balance 

the wish to make profit with ‘doing the right thing’ in accordance to societal responsibility. 

However, the reason for this is social pressure and the responsible acts are seen as  

expenditure. Managers at these companies are more open for listening to the demands of  

society at large and customers. 

 

Stage four: Emergent ethical companies seek a better balance between profit and ethical acts. 

Decisions are made with intent to think ethically. This is however not effective companies, 

since managers often are inexperienced with this type of behavior and value, but managers 

understand the importance of morally conscious companies. Since the ethical behavior is new 

in the organizations, it is not planned into and not fully integrated yet and it could therefore be 

hard for both managers and employees to always make the correct ethical decision. 

 

Stage five: In this stage, the ethical companies are affected by ethical core values. The core 

values influence everyday behavior and decision-making of individuals in the companies. 

Employees are rewarded when they abstain from actions that are not seen as ethical within the 

company. Here a balanced concern for finance and ethics exist, hiring employees matching 

the corporate values of ethicalness. A commitment has been made and the implementation is 

complete. The right, as in ethical, decision is always made: “The ethical emphasis in the  

culture is so strong that the individual is not placed in a dilemma in which he or she must 

choose the correct action. The correct action is always the just and fair action.” (Reidenbach 

& Robin, 1999, p. 283). According to Reidenbach and Robin (1999) most companies are 

found in stage two or three. 

2.2.3 Discretion 

Managers in companies could influence CSR initiatives through discretion, but also abuse 

responsibility if the managers do not value CSR. Discretion is “the freedom to decide what 

should be done in a particular situation” (Pearsall, 1999, p. 409). 

 

There are several types of discretion, whereof one is formal discretion where a person has the 

authority to “use judgment or initiative within broadly defined guidelines” (Hemingway 

&  Mclagan, 2004, p. 39) and another is entrepreneurial discretion where the individual  

ignores the organization’s policy and goals to do what he or she want. This reflects how CSR 

is linked with personal values. This could create a problem when the managers wish to  

support other things than ordered from the board or other instances, a conflict may also occur 

if the managers do not wish to engage in CSR at all (Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004). It could 

be difficult to agree on which activities are the ‘right’ ones (ibid.). 
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2.3 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
2.3.1 Responsibilities 

CSR embraces a range of responsibilities companies preferably may take to be accepted as a 

social liable business player in society (Carroll, 1991; Crane et al., 2008; McWilliams & 

Siegel, 2011). Carroll (1991) first published in the 1980s, but later created a pyramid  

depicting the four aspects of CSR that was considered important at that time: economic  

responsibility, legal responsibility, ethical responsibility and philanthropic responsibility 

(Figure 6). Companies can adopt CSR efforts due to many different reasons. The motivations 

could be moral, anticipation of a threat and increased demand for products (Baron, 2001). A 

company is considered to practice CSR when it satisfies the responsibilities due to all of the 

aspects within the pyramid (Carroll, 1991). 

 
Figure 6: Carroll's CSR Pyramid, Carroll (1991), p. 42. 

Economic responsibility: companies must be as committed as possible to make profit, while 

offering goods and services to society (Candy, 2013; Carroll, 1991). Successful  

companies are considered to be consistently profitable (Carroll, 1991), something most  

companies strive towards.  

 

Legal responsibility: it is important for companies to operate in accordance with law and 

regulations. To demonstrate responsibility towards society, it is crucial to perform while 

meeting legal requirements (Carroll, 1991). 

 

Ethical responsibility: companies must follow societal and ethical norms to be accepted as a 

responsible part and also take legal responsibility. Corporate goals must not be in conflict 

with ethical norms and vice versa (Carroll, 1991). 

 

Philanthropic responsibility: companies are involved in voluntary and charitable activities 

to show their commitment toward society and improve quality of life for citizens. To take 

philanthropic responsibility may contribute to good reputation (Carroll, 1991; McWilliams & 

Siegel, 2011). 
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Environmental responsibility is not to be seen in Carroll's (1991) CSR pyramid. However, 

according to McWilliams and Siegel (2011) it is important for companies to take  

environmental responsibility. This type of responsibility can involve both recycling, reducing 

pollution and adding green space. Environmental responsibility is a societal value and this 

could affect the company in terms of good reputation (Carroll, 1991; McWilliams & Siegel, 

2011). 

 

Previously, companies could see CSR as an evil must-do, but this view is beginning to change 

(Militaru & Ionescu, 2007; Varenova et al., 2013). Businesses today want to be socially  

responsible and integrate CSR into all of their activities and Varenova et al. (2013) have the 

opinion that firms can be both socially responsible and profitable.  

 

However, there is also critique aiming for why firms work with CSR. Yadav (2013) states that 

companies engage in CSR because “they think it will be good for the corporation’s profit 

margins.” (Yadav, 2013, p. 117) and that part of this is beneficial for their reputation,  

consumer loyalty and staff. It is also possible companies beautify their CSR work, in order to 

embellish their image (Poon, 1997). The critique is therefore that even though firms make 

good deeds for others, they do it due to egoistic reasons, searching effects that are useful for 

the companies and not effects that would be best for others (Yadav, 2013). These selfish  

reasons could, for example, be improving reputation and PR (Christian Aid, 2004). This is  

consistent with the opinion expressed by Varenova et al. (2013) and Friedman (1970), that 

profit is an important part of CSR. This could be the reason why companies do not participate 

in bigger social issues, such as fighting poverty and hunger, or developing the third world and 

human rights issues (Militaru, 2006; Varenova et al., 2013). However, for ensuring a good 

reputation, marketing CSR efforts are crucial (Yadav, 2013). 

 

A big problem arises when firms seem socially responsible with, for instance, Codes of  

Conducts, but in reality ignore their own policies (Christian Aid, 2004). Arruda and Halter 

(2009) believe code of ethics do not focus on social responsibilities but agree that code of 

ethics are established to protect reputation, which in turn could guide managers to not perform 

unacceptable activities. According to Christian Aid (2004), CSR is actually used for masking 

negative impact big companies have on developing countries. 

 

Another problem with CSR is that it is voluntary for companies (Thirarungrueang, 2013). 

According to Christian Aid (2004), the companies would like to keep CSR work voluntary 

and not make it mandatory. “CSR shows how committed corporations already are to behaving 

responsibly and that introducing mandatory regulation could destroy this goodwill” is the  

basic argument (Christian Aid, 2004, p. 2). If CSR became mandatory, it would be bad for  

business leaders’ profit (ibid.). A combination between voluntary and mandatory work with 

CSR for creating a real responsibility taking by corporations is discussed (ibid.), but it is not 

clear how strict regulations could make companies care more (ibid.). Conclusively, there are 

limitations both for strict regulations and the voluntary approach. The final suggestion from 

Thirarungrueang (2013) is that voluntary self-regulation in the CSR area will take a lot of 

time and meanwhile, governmental legislations could be useful for preventing disasters,  

violation of human rights and environmental standards. 

 

Due to different opinions about CSR, it will be necessary to understand underlying factors 

that could affect CSR work (Kalyar, Rafi & Kalyar, 2013). 
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2.3.2 Obstacles for CSR-participation  

CSR participation within companies could be limited through obstacles, operating both  

internal and external (Kalyar et al., 2013; Kernisky, 1997; Laudal, 2011; Varenova et al., 

2013; Verma, 2014). Table 2 depicts a summary of both external and internal obstacles for 

CSR and will also be presented in detail in the text below. 

Table 2: Own-constructed table: External and Internal obstacles, based on the text below. 

External obstacles for CSR-participation Internal obstacles for CSR-participation 

Low/non-existent demand from the market Low/non-existent encouragement within the organiza-

tion 

Difficulties to balance profit and CSR 

efforts 

Difficulties to measure CSR, both by impact and  

profitability 

 

External  
Companies need to do more than what is necessary to meet the expectations from the different 

aspects: ethical, social, legal, and commercial (Verma, 2014). CSR is market driven, which 

means that if the market does not push companies to work with CSR, it can be hard for  

companies to see the benefits of working with the phenomenon (Vogel, 2006). Even though 

CSR is viewed as important by stakeholders, there is little evidence that customers are willing 

to pay more for CSR friendly products (Smith, 2002).  

 

If companies undertake a lot of CSR activities, their financial performance may be harmed 

and this is one reason why companies only do CSR activities that preferably increase, but at 

least not decrease, profitability (Varenova et al., 2013, Vogel, 2006). This is in accordance 

with what Friedman (1970) meant by the statement that the business of business is business. 

Companies must earn profit to be willing to perform CSR activities, or else it will not be  

economically viable to exert (Friedman, 1970; Varenova et al., 2013).  

 

Internal  
Companies’ business interest must be kept in mind in order for CSR to become a sustainable 

strategy for them and also be made a part of the everyday business, according to Verma 

(2014). If the business interest within the organization does not involve committing resources 

to CSR activities, the conditions for working with CSR will be limited (Vogel, 2006). Neither 

will ethical standards be established extensively, which are considered to be a practical obsta-

cle for CSR participation (Kernisky, 1997). Kalyar et al. (2013) agree and mean that it is  

important to establish frameworks within companies to be able to control the ethical mindset. 

 

To support CSR efforts, managers in companies must be committed (Laudal, 2011). If the 

management have negative attitudes towards CSR it will be seen as an obstacle. Varenova et 

al. (2013) showed a difference in perception of decreased cost due to CSR and suggest that 

companies which do not implement CSR only have a general idea of the effects of CSR. 

While companies using CSR analyze the effects on profitability and get different information, 

will also receive a different answer. According to Vogel (2006) it is however perceived 

among companies in general to be difficult to measure CSR, since it can be measured broadly.  

Another difficulty is measuring how profitable CSR is (Saeed & Arshad, 2012).  

Environmental practices and reputation are however the most frequently used measurements 

among companies in general (Vogel, 2006). 
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2.3.3 Drivers and motives for CSR-participation  

As mentioned above there are obstacles that could limit CSR work, but there are also drivers 

of CSR efforts (Crane et al., 2008; Kalyar et al., 2013; Laudal, 2011), which will be presented 

in this section. In table 3, an overview of the drivers and motives are presented. Factors  

influencing CSR participation positively will be presented in detail in the text below, divided 

into external and internal. 

Table 3: Own-constructed table: External and Internal drivers/motives, based on the text below. 

External drivers/motives for CSR -  

participation 

Internal drivers/motives for CSR - 

participation 

Encouragement and regulations from government Supportive organizational mindset 

Pressure from globalization Support strategic planning for CSR 

Pressure from external main stakeholders (e.g. 

regulators, suppliers, customers) 

Pressure from internal main stakeholders (e.g. 

employees and managers) 

Desire to increase and/or maintain reputation from 

the market 

Desire to increase the brand image, reputation 

and marketing 

Follow leading competing companies to not lag 

behind 

 

 

External 
The external motives for CSR participation include the encouragement and regulations from 

government to work with CSR (Crane et al., 2008; Laudal, 2011), which could affect how 

managers plan. Laudal (2011) believes that one possible implication for what governments 

could do, is to facilitate for companies and make sure they have capabilities needed to per-

form CSR activities. For instance the government could help with reducing fixed costs (Lau-

dal, 2011).  

 

Due to the fact that CSR has become a global phenomenon and the pressure to engage in  

different issues like CSR is current, it is not surprising that the globalization is another  

external driver to CSR (Candy, 2013; Crane et al., 2008).  

 

External main stakeholders (e.g. regulators, suppliers, customers) are recognized as drivers of 

CSR (Panapanaan, Linnanen, Karvonen & Phan, 2003). Managers must, when planning, take 

into account what the main stakeholders desire (Crane et al., 2008). The consumer is seen as a 

stakeholder who can demand companies to take certain responsibilities and push firms to 

work with CSR; the consumer can be seen as a well-known driver of CSR (Crane et al., 2008; 

Panapanaan et al., 2003).  

 

Large companies are often well-known publicly and are sensitive to public perceptions; their 

worst nightmare is to get a bad reputation, which could lead to negative impacts on the  

companies and their continued survival (Laudal, 2011). In the particular case of accounting 

firms, increased and/or maintained reputation is a common motive for working with CSR 

(Duff & Guo, 2010; Duff, 2011). It is possible some companies are more socially responsible 

because they are being watched more closely by the public. For these companies, the image 

and reputation is of great importance and encourage them to exert CSR efforts (Christian Aid, 

2004; Varenova et al., 2013). According to Laudal (2011), large companies can also find  
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reasons to choose to follow leading competing companies, which means that a company  

imitate competitors’ CSR activities in order to overcome uncertainties. It is possible that large 

companies use CSR activities as a tool for affecting public regulations, namely to use CSR 

activities as a substitute to regulations (ibid.).  

 

Internal 
The companies’ mindsets, namely what values, norms, and beliefs within the organizational 

culture are accepted, are suggested to influence CSR efforts (Kalyar et al., 2013). Internal 

main stakeholders, namely employees and managers are considered as drivers of CSR (Crane 

et al., 2008, Panapanaan et al., 2003). The manager has control over resources used in the firm 

and also has the authority to allocate them. This is why managers have the ability to affect 

CSR behavior in the company (Waldman et al., 2006). According to Varenova et al. (2013), 

the manager should view CSR as an integrated part of the company to use it for promoting 

success and it is not uncommon to have CSR activities simply to improve the reputation of the 

company. 

 

When looking at CSR as branding, reputation and marketing, they could be the most impor-

tant factors and motives for working with CSR (Ditlev-Simonsen & Midttun, 2011). In a sur-

vey made by Ditlev-Simonsen and Midttun (2011), branding was the number one argument  

motivating CSR. The second was long-term value-maximization of the firm and adaption to 

their shareholder responsibility. Ethics and sustainability were considered the least important 

drivers. 

 

In accordance to this, Kalyar et al. (2013) mention that strategic planning is linked to CSR 

and works as a driver. In a company where managers work carefully on long-term basis with 

analyzing environmental conditions, planning for how to allocate resources and overcome 

market and nonmarket issues, they are more likely to receive evident results in their CSR  

engagement (Kalyar et al., 2013). 

2.4 Competitive advantage and CSR 

Competitive advantage is created when companies use their internal strengths, remove  

internal weaknesses, exploit external opportunities and keep off external threats (Barney, 

1991; Porter, 1985). In the case of accounting firms, they are considered to have competitive 

advantage when they implement strategies other accounting firms do not, or if they do  

something in an innovative and ‘better’ way than their competitors (Barney, 1991; Patel, 

2011). Some factors thought to influence competitive advantage are organizational values, 

stakeholder relations, internal resources, top management beliefs and expectations from  

society (Chattopadhyay, Glick, Miller & Huber, 1999; Filho et al., 2010; Peters, Koufteros & 

Berman, 2009). 

 

To create competitive advantage through CSR activities is possible (Militaru & Ionescu, 

2007; Porter & Kremer, 2006). It is however relevant to understand how to perform the  

activities better than competitors (Patel, 2011). For companies to work strategically with CSR 

(i.e. in the long-run), on daily bases, will raise the awareness of CSR (Militaru & Ionescu, 

2007; Porter & Kremer, 2006). It is not desirable to work responsively with CSR, namely to 

respond only temporarily on CSR actions (ibid.). This because CSR should not only be seen 

as a strategic tool, but rather as a natural way to conduct a responsible business (Siltaoja, 

2006). The goal is to work towards strategic CSR, in which companies immerse themselves, 

focusing on a small number of CSR initiatives where they can make the most difference 

(ibid.).  
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It is however not enough to perform strategic CSR for competitive advantage to be achieved 

(ibid.). Companies must find a unique strategy to exert CSR (ibid.), namely to exert CSR  

differently than their competitors to create competitive advantage (Militaru & Ionescu, 2007; 

Porter, 1985; Porter & Kremer, 2006).  

 

The question of CSR being perceived as a competitive advantage or not could be difficult to 

understand. According to Cho et al. (2012), corporations and industries are today almost 

forced to work with CSR, since stakeholders today expect it (Militaru & Ionescu, 2007). It is 

possible CSR actions could be seen as a hygiene factor, instead of a competitive advantage, 

where the components do not result in positive satisfaction since they are considered obvious 

among stakeholders (Herzberg, 1974). It could however lead to dissatisfaction within a  

company if the hygiene factors were removed (ibid.). 

 

Another factor when it comes to CSR as a competitive advantage is to discuss the difference 

between competitive advantage and superior performance. As mentioned earlier, Sigalas and 

Economou (2013) believe, unlike some previous researchers (Foss & Knudsen, 2003;  

Grahovac & Miller, 2009; Grant, 1998; Porter, 1985; Winter, 1995) that competitive  

advantage and superior performance are two different concepts and cannot be equivalent  

defined. Superior performance may rather be seen as a measurement of competitive advantage 

and competitive advantage as a measurement of sources to competitive advantage (Sigalas & 

Economou, 2013). This indicates that it is important to find the sources behind competitive 

advantage, namely what factors create competitive advantage. It is possible CSR efforts may 

be a source to competitive advantage (Filho et al., 2010; Militaru & Ionescu, 2007). 

2.4.1 Sources to Competitive Advantage 

To understand how companies can differentiate themselves against competitors, sources to 

competitive advantages could be useful to understand. There are resources that are intangible, 

which according to Filho et al. (2010) could create competitive advantage. These are depicted 

in figure 7 below: 
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Figure 7: Sources of Competitive Advantage, Filho et al. (2010), p. 305. 

The resources in the inner circle are intangible and factors that the company in itself could 

create competitive advantage if companies make these resources fulfil the demands of the 

outer circle. The resources of the inner circle can only be sources of competitive advantage “if 

the company makes them rare, irreplaceable, inimitable and valuable” (Filho et al., 2010, p. 

305). 

 

According to Filho et al. (2010) CSR efforts could be considered as internal resources of a 

company. Successful CSR activities may lead to improved reputation and image, which in 

turn also could attract and retain employees (ibid.). This is considered to be important  

advantages (Logsdon & Wood, 2002; Mahon, 2002). As mentioned, it is however important 

that companies make CSR activities rare, irreplaceable, inimitable and valuable (Barney, 

1991; Filho et al., 2010), in order for competitive advantage to arise.  

 

In accounting firms, organizational commitment is of importance in order to gain competitive 

advantages (Ussahawanitchakit, 2008). Factors like innovation orientation and learning  

orientation are considered to influence organizational commitment and affect competitive 

advantage (ibid.). 

 

Innovation can generate competitive advantage (Dustin, Bharat & Jitendra, 2014), it could 

therefore be important to consider the innovation orientation in order to achieve competitive 

advantage (Hurley, Hult & Knight, 2005). Innovation orientation seeks to explain the  

importance for companies to be open-minded for new ideas and dare to change by adopting 

new products/services, processes, strategies, resources, skills and so forth, before the  

competitors do (Ussahawanitchakit, 2008). According to Dustin et al. (2014) innovation is a 

core competence and companies should strive to have corporate cultures promoting  

innovation. 
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Learning orientation refers to commitment of learning, open-mindedness, intra-organizational 

knowledge sharing and shared vision, namely how anxious the stakeholders within an  

organization are to create and maintain knowledge within the companies (Calantone, Cavusgil 

& Zhao, 2002). However, managers’ perceptions about CSR must be supportive for the  

learning orientation to increase (Pedersen, 2010; Vogel, 2006). 

 

Another explanation for competitive advantage is the industrial organization economics  

theory, which indicates that the external environment influences how firms achieve  

competitive advantage (Militaru & Ionescu, 2007; Porter, 1985). This means that the market 

has a major impact on the decision-making and the choice of strategies a company chooses to 

use (Patel, 2011). The achievement of competitive advantage is influenced by how companies 

choose to strategically position themselves on the market (Militaru & Ionescu, 2007). 

 

It is hard to tell if CSR could create competitive advantage (Smith, 2002), but as earlier  

mentioned, CSR could be seen as a source to competitive advantage (Militaru & Ionescu, 

2007). Smith (2002) believes CSR could be a good strategy when the goal is to differentiate 

itself against competitors in highly competitive markets. Working with CSR could create an 

improvement in reputation for companies; it could attract highly appreciated employees and 

provide employee motivation (Arruda & Halter, 2009). It could also give better economic and 

environmental performance, which is important because both society and shareholders expect 

both profit and positive societal results (Arruda & Halter, 2009; Filho et al., 2010). To be able 

to meet society’s demands it is important to understand how to involve and commit in CSR 

(Militaru & Ionescu, 2007). 

2.5 The thesis analysis model 

 
 
Figure 8: Own-constructed figure: The thesis analysis model. 

 

How the connection between CSR and competitive advantage is perceived by managers, will 

in this thesis be studied from the three key concepts below:  

(1) Perceptions (studied by: personal values, beliefs, attitudes and behavior, as well by  

organizational priorities/moral mindset/ambition and discretion),  

 

(2) CSR (studied by: responsibilities, obstacles and drivers/motives), 

 

(3) Competitive Advantage (studied by: sources that could lead to competitive advantage). 
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In this thesis, managers' perceptions will be the base for how CSR and competitive advantage 

are perceived to be connected in large accounting firms, as seen in figure 8 above. Managers’ 

perceptions could lead to different CSR work and different views of competitive advantage 

(Pedersen, 2010; Vogel, 2006). With the basis in managers’ perceptions we may also  

understand actions committed by the organization, since personal opinions could reflect  

organizational behaviors (Abbas, 2009; Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004; Pedersen, 2010). To 

clarify, in this thesis, perceptions will be used to explore the connection between CSR and 

competitive advantage. Collecting managers' perceptions, allows us to describe the perceived 

connection to competitive advantage and also to expand research in the industry in which  

accounting firms are active. 

 

Continuously throughout the thesis, the content of figure 8 above, which is an assembly of 

the previously mentioned theories in this chapter, will be used to analyze data from the em-

pirical evidence. The structure of the analysis chapter (chapter 5) will be studied firstly by  

perceptions, then CSR and finally competitive advantage, explained by the digits in the figure 

above. 
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3. Method  
This chapter will begin with introducing the research approach chosen for this thesis; how the 

literature was collected, as well as how the empirical data was selected will be presented. The 

credibility of the study will be discussed by two factors; validity and reliability. At the end of 

this chapter, research ethics will be presented, where the purpose is to discuss this study with 

an ethical approach. 

 

3.1 Research approach 
The interaction between CSR and competitive advantage perceived by managers has been 

studied in this thesis. According to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009), the search for  

explaining interactions such as this, are a characteristic for a deductive research approach. On 

the other hand, due to the precise research gaps founded in this thesis it is suggested to use an 

inductive approach and let the result develop a new theory (ibid.). However, the authors to 

this thesis choose to use the abductive approach, which is discussed below. 

 

3.1.1 Abductive approach 

For this thesis an abductive approach was chosen. The approach was partially selected due to 

the fact that theoretical evidence and empirical evidence are compared and vice versa, which 

is, according to Saunders et al. (2009) suitable when using an abductive approach. The au-

thors to this thesis had to understand the problem first, before investigating the outcomes, 

which is appropriate to do when the purpose is descriptive and explorative (Mattsson & 

Örtenblad, 2008). In order to understand the problem, the authors decided to start by gathering 

theoretical information about the problem to explore how accounting firms themselves work 

with CSR. When the problem later on was analyzed empirically, the authors used the theories 

once more in order to describe the differences and similarities between theory and practice. 

New theories were added and old theories adjusted to fit the empirical data, which corre-

sponds to the abductive approach (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994). Which made it possible to 

expand previous research in the field of studying accounting firms. 

3.1.2 Qualitative approach 

Based on mainly the descriptive and explorative purpose of this thesis, a qualitative approach 

was chosen. The reason why is because, in this study, the focus was to explore managers’ 

perceptions in a given situation and context. The consequences of using a qualitative approach 

is that it is difficult to generalize statistically, since only a few units have been studied 

(Jacobsen, 2002). However, to use a qualitative approach is appropriate in this thesis, since 

explorative problems often need to be studied by few objects to obtain deep transient data 

(ibid.). Alvesson and Sköldberg (1994) agree and mean that the qualitative approach is best 

suited in cases where the aim is to understand how people interpret and understand a given 

situation and when to create knowledge about society, by providing a view of reality that is 

accurate. 

3.2 Literature study 

When selecting what type of approach to use in this thesis, it was relevant for the authors to 

think about what data to gather and how to collect it, which is in accordance to Jacobsen 

(2002) and Saunders et al. (2009). 

 

In an early stage of this thesis, before the interviews were made, the authors of this thesis 

were reading annual- and sustainability reports, as well as web pages of each accounting firm. 

This to develop an insight about the background of the companies and to understand in what 

extent they worked with CSR issues. It was also made in order to see if the subject was  
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relevant for firms in the accounting sector, which is appropriate to do when the aim is to find 

relevant respondents (Jacobsen, 2002). 

 

When the authors to this thesis had found out that the companies work actively with CSR, it 

was relevant to gather theoretical information about the problem. This search took place 

mainly by searching in databases on the Internet, but also at physical libraries. The databases 

used for finding the literature were: Google Scholar, ABI/INFORM Global, Halmstad Univer-

sity’s library, HH Summon. 

 

The keywords used when searching for secondary data such as scientific articles were: ”cor-

porate social responsibility service”; “corporate social responsibility service competitive ad-

vantage”; “corporate social responsibility accountants”, “manager perception corporate social 

responsibility”, “Competitive advantage and strategic management”; “Competitive advantage 

and strategic planning”; “Linkage between Competitive advantage and CSR”; “Företagens 

roll i samhället”, “perception of csr “; “using corporate social responsibility as competitive 

advantage”. 

3.3 Empirical data 
3.3.1 Company Selection 

Due to a visible research gap in the industry where accounting firms are active, the authors to 

this thesis decided to choose among the service sector and selected large accounting firms. 

In this thesis large accounting firms located in Halmstad, Sweden, were selected to be studied. 

The reason why Halmstad was selected is because Halmstad is a municipality for increased 

growth rate in terms of business (Företagsklimat, 2013; Regionfakta, 2013) and also because 

the big four and other large accounting companies are represented locally in Halmstad. Even 

though only 0.1 percent of all companies in Sweden are large companies (Ekonomifakta, 

2013) the authors to this thesis decided to study these companies particularly. This because 

smaller companies struggle with financial difficulties and for that reason, find it harder to  

participate in CSR (Perrini et al., 2007). With this kept in mind, it was possibly more conceiv-

able to study large companies, since there was a risk that the material from interviewing small 

companies would be too meagre. To study large accounting firms could be considered a  

strategy to avoid the risk to not get enough information to make a rich analysis.  

 

One of the companies that were studied in this thesis wanted to be anonymous and in order to 

facilitate the analysis we decided to make all the companies anonymous, which is appropriate 

according to Kvale (1997). Due to the fact that all companies in this thesis are anonymous, the 

accounting companies have been assigned fictional names; Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta and 

Epsilon. The authors to this thesis are aware of having fictional names could affect the  

reliability of the study. This will be discussed more in detail in section ‘3.4 Credibility of the 

study’, and in section ‘3.6 Research ethics’. Also, all companies’ sizes have been disguised to 

not show off the exact number of employees, this for further anonymity. To still create a  

certain perception about the companies for the reader, the number of employees will instead 

be shown in intervals, displayed in chapter four. 

 

Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta and Epsilon are large companies in their industry. They use  

different types of social medias to showcase their work with CSR, for example in annual- and 

sustainability reports as well as at their web page (Duff & Guo, 2010; Duff, 2011). This  

indicates that they are actively working with CSR, which also is another reason why large  

accounting companies were chosen. There is however a large difference in number  
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employees between Epsilon and the rest of the accounting companies selected (1.000-100.000 

employees in relation up to 100.001-200 000 employees). The reason why Epsilon was  

selected is because it works actively with CSR, is known to have a strong CSR profile (par-

ticularly in environmental issues) and wants to be in the forefront regarding CSR issues.  

3.3.2 Respondent selection 

During the selection process, the authors to this thesis chose to consider the criteria for the 

selection of respondents. The authors thought about what is important to study and who could 

give credible information? To ask such questions are according to Jacobsen (2002) and Kvale 

(1997) appropriate to do in the selection of respondents. The authors to this thesis chose to 

interview various types of managers. The reason why managers were interviewed was be-

cause they are often known to have the authority to influence how to work with CSR and are 

recognized as drivers for CSR (Crane et al., 2008). 

 

The decision was made to interview both a local manager in Halmstad and a manager at the 

head office (in Sweden) at each of the companies. This was carried out to collect as rich data 

as possible, namely to get different insights and more in-depth information. Unfortunately, the 

local office in company Delta did not have the possibility to set up for an interview, which 

meant that we could only interview the head office and not the local office. The consequence 

of this is no information was received from Delta’s local office and that the authors did not 

get information about perceptions from the local manager. However, the authors got an inter-

view with the vice CEO at Delta’s head office, who had a great knowledge about how they 

work with CSR and the perceived connection to competitive advantage. The authors to this 

thesis were satisfied to only interview the head office, since the problem to this thesis does 

require as many perceptions as possible to get solid information. If company Delta had been 

removed, the authors would have missed out on the vice CEO’s perceptions as well. This is 

why we decided to fulfil the interview with only the head office in this particular firm.  

 

Mentioned earlier, all companies in this thesis are anonymous and this is the reason why all 

have been assigned fictional names both for the companies and the respondents. For instance, 

in company Alpha the respondents interviewed were called with a name for the letter A, in 

company Beta the respondents will be called with a name for the letter B and so on. This is 

how the authors to this thesis did when referring to personal communication made with each 

respondent. The fictional names chosen, follows below, together with the professional  

position of each respondent: 

Table 4: Own-constructed table: The companies and respondents interviewed, all by fictional names.  

Company  

(by fictional names) 
Respondents  

(by fictional names) 
Professional position of each respondent 

Alpha Anna Office manager at the local office in Halmstad 

 Alison Director, clients and markets at the head office 

Beta Bertil Authorized accountant at the local office in Halmstad 

 Bodil Chairman of the CSR committee and brand manager 

at the head office 

Gamma Gunnar Office manager at the local office in Halmstad 
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 Gunilla Head of Employer branding at the head office 

Delta Doris Vice CEO at the head office 

Epsilon Elisabeth Office manager at the local office in Halmstad 

 Elin Quality manager at the head office 

3.3.3 Semi-structured interview guide and operationalization chart 

Since this thesis investigated managers’ perceptions about CSR, the interview-guide was  

designed to be semi-structured. The questions found in the interview guide (appendix 1) have 

open-ended response opportunities to enable and get wide information. The reason why the 

interviews were semi-structured was to facilitate openness between respondent and  

interviewer. Nielsen et al. (2008) and Kvale (1996) agree and mean that the qualitative  

interview should be like a conversation. To use a semi-structured interview guide is suitable 

when the interviewers do not want to be fully fixed to the interview-guide (Smith, 2008). The  

research problem of the thesis required certain openness and the interviewers wanted to feel 

free to investigate other relevant areas if opportunity was given during the interviews.  

 

The consequence of using a semi-structured interview guide could be to get too broad answers 

that are difficult to connect to the questions and the research problem/gap (Jacobsen, 2002). 

The authors to this thesis did not experience this as a problem, since the interview guide had 

set questions which were answered and the questions were not so structured that no further 

information came through.  

 

The questions in the interview guide were made by dividing the theoretical framework into 

different themes, known as creating an operationalization chart (appendix 3), suggested by 

Jacobsen (2002). The themes selected were based upon issues associated with each key  

concept (perceptions, CSR and competitive advantage), where each theme was assigned  

interview questions. 

3.3.4 Visiting open interview combined with telephone interviews 

To find out what perceptions the managers had about the topic, a visiting and open interview 

was done with the local accounting companies. That is according to Jacobsen (2002) relevant 

to use when the purpose is to find out what the single individual has to say about a  

phenomenon and also how the individual interprets the phenomenon. Given that the authors 

only interviewed five different companies, we believed more in-depth interviews must be 

held, something Hammersley and Atkinson (1984) argue. The visiting interviews at the local  

offices were combined with a telephone interview with a manager at each head office located 

in Sweden. This was done in order to fill potential gaps from the local interviews and to get 

perceptions both from local accounting firms and their head offices, to spot richer  

information. Concerning how long the interviews were held, they took about 40-60 minutes 

each, which was an appropriate time frame according to Jacobsen (2002).  

 

The consequence of using telephone interviews may be that one does not see how the  

respondent reacts to the questions asked and it is not possible to see if the respondent feels 

embarrassed or bothered by the questions (Jacobsen, 2002). However, in this thesis the  

authors did not get the impression that the respondents felt uncomfortable. They were  

extremely talkative and wanted to get involved, participate in discussions and talk about their 

views and efforts. Also, the so-called interviewer effect could decrease while performing  

telephone interviews (ibid.). 
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The consequence of applying a visiting interview may create a risk of the interviewer effect 

increase (Jacobsen, 2002). How the authors to this thesis tried to avoid this problem is  

discussed further in section ‘3.4.2 reliability’.  

3.4 Data analysis 

In the process of analyzing the collected data, the authors first gathered each respondent’s 

response given during the interview, which is known as the individual focused analysis 

(Jacobsen, 2002). Secondly, we made a comparison between the different respondents' inter-

view  

responses, called subject centred analysis (ibid.). To understand how to make a division of the 

collected data, we categorized the data into different types of themes. The themes highlighted 

the thesis’ keywords: perceptions, CSR and competitive advantage. The reason why a  

categorization was made is because it makes it easier to make a comparison of the different 

interviews with each other, which is in line with Jacobsen (2002) and Kvale (1997). The  

categorization in this thesis was partly based upon the interview guide and on the interview 

responses obtained. The information obtained from the respondents was divided into themes 

following the theoretical framework. This was made to facilitate the analysis, making an  

empirical overview (appendix 4). 

 

The consequence of making a categorization could be that only certain issues are studied  

because they are believed to fit the study. Other factors that are not considered to be  

appropriate for the research are ignored (Jacobsen, 2002). In this thesis, the authors however 

believe the categorization facilitated the analysis, due to reduced complexity of the flow and 

did the information more manageable (Kvalé, 1997).  

3.5 Credibility of the study 

It is important to describe how accurate the qualitative data is, to not get a misleading result 

(Saunders et al., 2009; Jacobsen, 2002). Validity and reliability are considered as two  

elements that could test the trustworthiness in a study (Saunders et al., 2009; Jacobsen, 2002; 

Kvale, 1997). 

3.5.1 Validity 

The concern of whether the results are real causal relations and true findings could be  

confusing according to (Saunders et al., 2009), because even if there seems to be a relation, 

external and non-studied forces sometimes have an explanation that could be missed by the 

researcher. To ensure that the conclusions in this thesis become as valid as possible, the  

authors to this thesis took into consideration what other experts have concluded earlier about 

similar problem. This was in accordance to Jacobsen (2002) useful when the aim is to test the 

internal validity.  

 

It is also important to test the internal validity by criticizing, what Jacobsen (2002) calls, the 

credibility of used sources. It is important to criticize the sources used, to not get hold of 

sources where the information is not useful for answering the visible problem (Jacobsen, 

2002). The authors to this thesis have chosen to use as current sources as possible as well as 

sources that focus on the three key concepts (perceptions, CSR and competitive advantage). 

However, sources such as Friedman (1970), Ostlund  (1977), Herzberg (1974), Ajzen and 

Fishbein (1980), Hammersley and Atkinson (1984), Porter (1985) and Carroll (1991) have 

been used. They are included because they still are seen to be prominent in their particular 

research area. To obtain accurate information as possible, these sources have been  

supplemented with current sources.  
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The external validity seeks to explain how generalizable a study is (Kvale, 1997). Since this 

study was based upon a qualitative approach, the analytical generalization is appropriate in 

this thesis (ibid.). The authors to this thesis however believe, based upon an analytical  

generalization, that the results found in this thesis possibly could give similar results in other 

large accounting firms, located on various places in Sweden. This because large accounting 

firms have similar strategies for working with CSR (Duff & Guo, 2011) and may therefore 

also have similar perceptions about the link between CSR and competitive advantage.  

However, the authors to this thesis are aware that the limited amount of managers’  

interviewed in large accounting firms, could influence the results of the study. Jacobsen 

(2002) agrees and mean that it is hard to generalize using a qualitative study, since they often 

do not study large populations. That is why the results could be difficult to generalize to all  

accounting firms, in different sizes and also to all managers working in an accounting firm. 

To generalize was however not the purpose of this thesis. In order to expand previous  

research, the purpose was mainly to explore and describe a certain problem by doing a  

qualitative study. 

3.5.2 Reliability 

To write something that has reliability means someone else can do the same study the exact 

same way and have consistent findings (Saunders et al., 2009). To avoid participation bias, 

anonymity was offered to the respondents to give a fair image, which is according to  

Saunders et al. (2009), appropriate. All the companies in this thesis are anonymous, which 

could affect the reliability of the study (Kvale, 1997). However, since only one company 

wanted to remain anonymous, the authors to this thesis decided to make the rest of the  

companies anonymous, otherwise, it might be easy to figure out which company it is that was  

anonymised. This is in accordance to good ethics (Kvale, 1997; Jacobsen, 2002), to not hurt 

the company that demands to remain anonymous. 

 

To avoid observer bias, both the authors to this thesis interpreted the answers from the  

interview objects (Saunders et al., 2009). Also, both authors attended the visiting  

interviews, where one documented and took notes whereas the other mainly carried out the 

interview; this to avoid observer error (ibid.). Another phenomenon that may have affected 

the reliability of the study is the interviewer effect, which refers to the interviewers’ impact on 

the respondent and its response (Jacobsen, 2002). In order to not affect the answers from the 

respondent, the authors as interviewers did not ask leading questions, but instead asked ques-

tions with open response opportunities (Kvale, 1997).  

 

Due to the fact that the respondents did not want to be recorded, transcriptions of the  

interviews have not been carried out in this thesis. Consequences of this may be that the  

authors to this thesis were not able to go back and listen to what was said verbatim during the 

interviews. However, Jacobsen (2002) mentions the uncertainty of being recorded could affect 

the interview responses, which was not an option in this thesis because the interviews were 

supposed to be as open as possible. The authors to this thesis experienced that the situation for 

the interviewed objects of not being recorded may instead have favoured the study with more 

truthful answers (ibid.).  

 

It is not entirely unexpected that competitive advantage could be a sensitive topic for  

companies to share information about, since there may be a fear of information leaking out to 

competitors. The authors to this thesis were aware of that this could lead to biased results 

since the respondents may not have given complete information about CSR and its impact on 

their competitive advantage. To not get biased results, we chose to write about the  

respondent’s personal perception about the connection between CSR and competitive  
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advantage. This means that it is the respondent’s own perceptions that are in focus and not 

literally how the accounting firm work to achieve competitive advantage in general. The  

authors to this thesis did not experience that the topic was sensitive to the respondents, since 

detailed answers was given, and may not have any impact on the reliability of the thesis.  

 

However, it is possible the accounting firms saw the interview as an opportunity to promote 

themselves and their CSR work, which may have given the interviews an embellished tone, as 

to the topic CSR is by nature a substance linked to goodness. This could result in that the  

respondents wanted to portray themselves and their company in the best condition as possible. 

This conclusion is drawn by the authors since most companies said, when it was stated for the 

companies that they would all be anonymous, that they definitely had no need of being 

anonymous. Quite the opposite, most of the companies, except one, wanted to have their 

names printed. Therefore, it is possible the companies saw this interview and thesis as a way 

of marketing themselves towards students.  

3.6 Research ethics  
At the beginning, it was determined that the authors to this thesis would give all respondents 

the opportunity to be anonymous in the study. To be in line with good research ethics, it is 

important to discuss with the respondent before their actual names are printed down (Kvale, 

1997; Jacobsen, 2002). However, already at the first interview, one company wanted to  

remain anonymous. To facilitate the analysis of the study, the authors chose to anonymize all 

companies. To distinguish the anonymous respondents in this thesis, fictional names of the 

respondents have been printed instead of the real names, which is convenient according to 

Kvale (1997).  

 

In this thesis it was also important to ensure that only what have been asked for in the  

interview was addressed in the thesis, no self-interpretations or emotional changes were done 

afterwards. This because it is not in line with interview ethics to make changes the respondent 

is unaware of (Kvale, 1997).  

 

Most of the interviewed firms wanted the material sent to them when the thesis was finished. 

Some companies wanted to check the notes made during the interview, before it was  

published. To ensure good research ethics, the authors to this thesis listened to the  

respondents’ wishes and acted accordingly.  
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4. Empirical data 
In this chapter, the empirical data found through the interviews will be presented. The  

structure will follow the theory chapter with similar headlines. To get a better overview of the 

similarities and differences in the companies, the empirical evidence is divided into both 

company and theme. The companies that will be introduced in this chapter are the anonymous 

companies Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta and Epsilon. The respondents in each company have 

been given fictional names and the number of employees is presented in two intervals: 1.000 - 

100.000 and 100.001 - 200.000. Short descriptions of each company interviewed are  

presented in table 5 below.  

 
Table 5: Own-constructed table: Corporate description.  

Company Description 

Alpha A large accounting firm (100.001-200.000 employees), operating in 150 countries 

worldwide. Services as audit, tax, consulting and financial advisory, Alpha provides 

its customers regardless of size. Alpha is actively working with issues relating to; 

employees, environment and societal involvement. (Alpha, annual report, 2013).  

Beta A large accounting firm (100.001-200.000 employees), operating in 156 countries 

worldwide. Offering small- and mid-sized businesses services in audit, tax and  

advisory. Beta is actively working with providing sustainability efforts toward  

society. A key element that is central in Beta’s corporate culture is to be a responsible 

company that is committed to the community. (Beta, annual report, 2013). 

Gamma A large accounting firm (100.001-200.000 employees), operating in 150 countries 

worldwide. Gamma offering customers assurance, advisory, tax and transaction  

advisory services. Sustainability efforts in following areas are important for Gamma; 

Education, Entrepreneurship, Environmental issues and societal involvement.  

(Gamma, Sustainability report, 2012). 

Delta A large accounting firm (100.001-200.000 employees), operating in 157 countries 

worldwide. Delta provides particularly small- and mid-sized businesses services in 

assurance, tax and advisory. To work on long term basis with social issues and  

contribute to the development of society is highly prioritized within the organization. 

(Delta, annual report, 2013). 

Epsilon A large accounting and consulting firm (1.000-100.001 employees), that operates 

only in Sweden. Epsilon provides services in finance, law, taxes, forestry and real 

estate to small businesses. Social issues, especially related to the environment and 

quality, are factors Epsilon is committed and engaged in. (Epsilon, Website, 2014) 

4.1 Alpha  

4.1.1 Perceptions of CSR 
Personal values, beliefs, attitudes and behavior 
Anna (personal communication, Anna, 2014-03-03), manager at Alpha’s local office,  

personally believes that it is good to use CSR, since it is important to be involved and do what 

is best for society at large. Recycling is something Anna for example does at home and she 

believes the office environment could affect employees to become more pro to recycling both 

at home and at work. 
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“For almost forty years, I have been thinking environmentally 

conscious at home as well.” (Personal communication, Anna, 

2014-03-03, free translation). 

 

Alison (personal communication, 2014-03-21) manager at Alphas head office, believes CSR 

to be a part of business, since business and communication are very complex. In order to  

communicate their message, employees at Alpha have to believe it themselves. It is important 

to ‘be clean’ and dedicated to society personally. Otherwise, it is hard to convince their sur-

roundings and therefore also difficult to benefit from it in business. In the workplace Alison 

tries to push the work with CSR forward, because the phenomenon has become more  

important in business, which also made CSR more important for individuals. At Alpha,  

Alison makes it clear and visible why it is important with CSR.  

 

Organizational Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 
Anna mentioned that the thinking behind their CSR concept clearly exists in the company and 

will not disappear. Namely, proving to society that they at Alpha are committed to making the 

world a little bit better. 

 

“It is not enough to buy in to a giant project in, for example, 

Columbia. It has to feel like a natural part of our company and 

we have to be able to contribute with our competencies.” (Per-

sonal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21, free translation). 

 

At Alpha, they want to work with CSR where they are right now and help within the areas of 

their expertise (personal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21), not solely give money, to 

make sure that they undertake responsibilities towards society. The visible, positive effects 

that comes from within CSR includes good reputation (personal communication, Anna, 2014-

03-03). Employee responsibility and respect for the environment are, according to Anna, also 

important factors for Alpha to consider when working with CSR. They want to be in the  

forefront in this type of issues. 

 

Discretion 
The Head Quarter at Alpha claims it is important that their employees take own initiatives, 

with main office Alpha as a support function for administration and similar activities  

(personal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21). The local respondent at Alpha argues that it is 

possible for an employee to raise issues or make proposals about CSR at the local office in 

Halmstad. It is however up to the board to make decisions if the issues will be taken forward 

or not. During the time period Anna at Alpha have been working at the company, there is 

however no one located at the local office in Halmstad who has raised a question about CSR 

to the board (personal communication, Anna, 2014-03-03).  

4.1.2 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
Responsibilities 
Alpha takes environmental, but also wide social responsibility. The responsibility that is most 

visible at Alpha’s local office is the environmental responsibility (personal communication, 

Anna, 2014-03-03). The local office is controlled by environmental policies, which for  

instance include recycling of various types (personal communication, Anna, 2014-03-03). For 

example, paper recycling is important for the local office’s daily operations, also to turn off 

the lights and not leave machines in standby (personal communication, Anna, 2014-03-03). 

Anna mentioned that the company no longer sends Christmas greetings to customers by paper 
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form, instead, the Christmas greetings are sent by email in order to spare the environment. 

According to Alison at head quarter, it is in the daily activities they could affect society the 

most and therefore that is the focus.  

 

During the interview, Anna discovered that they are involved in many more CSR activities 

than she first thought. For instance, the employees no longer receive any Christmas gifts.  

Instead, the company each year donates the money to charity. The employees appreciate this 

and are involved in deciding to which organization the money should be donated; everyone 

gets to vote (personal communication, Anna, 2014-03-03). Twice a year, two different  

organizations receive their charity (personal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21).  

 

Another activity Alpha supported was when the tsunami occurred. The employees were in-

volved in supporting and donating to the victims of the tsunami (personal communication, 

Anna, 2014-03-03). Alpha also support research at several universities and do tutoring  

services, since education is the core of the company, to develop the right competence  

(personal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21). The educational involvement is part of a  

project ‘star for life’ which helps young people with their self-image, but also to study more. 

Other activities Alpha support is culture, such as the modern museum and the Opera in  

Stockholm.  

 

Obstacles for CSR participation 

External and internal obstacles 
CSR is a question mainly decided by the head office according to the local respondent Anna 

and she, as the local respondent at Alpha, had difficulties to see what obstacles might  

influence their CSR work. 

 

“The reason is that we work locally and do not have as much in-

sight into CSR on daily bases as the head offices.” (Personal 

communication, Anna, 2014-03-03, free translation). 

 

Alison at the head office however mentions, what might limit their work with CSR are the 

difficulties with pointing out what the exact impact is from Alpha. Since their business is not 

heavy, with no emissions, it could be hard to measure and make as visible as they might want 

to (personal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21).  

 

Drivers for CSR participation 

External and internal drivers 

 

“We have to adapt to outside pressure.” (Personal communica-

tion, Anna, 2014-03-03, free translation). 

 

The demand of the market is an important driver at Alpha (personal communication, Alison, 

2014-03-21). The customers are also important drivers, but also the ability to attract  

employees in the future (personal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21). The reason why CSR 

activities are solidly implemented is because the effects have proven to be positive for the 

company. 

 

Inside the company, a personal involvement from both management and staff are very  

important drivers (personal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21). Since the employees’  

motivation to engage is truly important, acceptance from the people working at the company 
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is crucial for CSR participation (personal communication, Anna, 2014-03-03). According to 

Alison it is important that the CSR work is visible within the company in the daily activities, 

because the co-workers are there and they want to contribute to a better world. 

 

According to Anna it is important that the working environment is satisfying for the  

employees and that the company encourages the people who work there to undertake  

responsibilities towards society. That the employees feel accepted and affectionate in the 

workplace is important since it could affect to what degree they want to be engaged in the 

company. For CSR to be a successful activity, the employees’ way of thinking of CSR could 

be transferred from the working place to their personal homes.  

4.1.3 Competitive Advantage and CSR 
Anna thinks that the CSR work has no major effects on their competitive advantages but that 

it is still important to continue working with it. The reason is that their biggest competitors 

also are involved in CSR issues and in order not to fall behind the other companies in their 

industry they need to keep doing it (personal communication, Anna, 2014-03-03). There are 

no significant differences between the accounting firms’ engagement in CSR, Anna believes, 

as the competitors also are performing good deeds.  

 

Alpha’s smaller customers, namely smaller companies, perhaps would not be bothered if  

Alpha had stopped engaging in CSR issues, according to Anna. Probably, the larger  

customers (e.g. municipal, government) would have a greater emphasis on these issues than 

for instance small industrial companies (personal communication, Anna, 2014-03-03). 

 

“Working with CSR is important if the customer believes it is 

important.” (Personal communication, Anna, 2014-03-03) 

 

In addition, Alpha has noticed that employees want to work at companies they feel proud of 

and it has become more important for everyone to do good deeds. Working with CSR is  

important for the branding, both employer branding to attract future employees, but also 

branding against customers (personal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21).  

 

Sources to Competitive Advantage 
Anna believes that what gives Alpha the greatest competitive advantage is, still, service and 

price. 

 

Anna however believes that CSR, for the company, gives extra publicity. To get extra public-

ity due to doing good deeds, often results in good reputation and image. Alpha does not  

believe to be different from their competitors, as stated above, but Alison says that the com-

panies that expose and highlight their work with CSR will stand out from the crowd. Making 

‘good business’ is important in today’s society and companies will see the effect of it (per-

sonal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21). 

 

“If we had not engaged in CSR, it is possible that we had lagged 

behind our competitors.” (Personal communication, Anna, 

2014-03-03, free translation). 

 

Even though CSR is not considered to be a great source of competitive advantage, simply an 

act not to fall behind, Alpha believes that if they would seize working with CSR, their  

company would be considered a company without any knowledge of its surroundings and 
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their credibility on the market would disappear (personal communication, Alison, 2014-03-

21). Alison also believes that to stop working with CSR is not an option, since stakeholders of 

the company would consider the company to be unethical, but also due to the fact that the 

CSR activities are well established in the enterprise. 

4.2 Beta 

4.2.1 Perceptions of CSR 
Personal values, beliefs, attitudes and behavior 
Bertil (personal communication, Bertil, 2014-03-04), manager at Beta’s local office as well as 

Bodil (personal communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31), manager at Beta’s head office believe 

their CSR activities are important for everyone, including business. Bertil states that he thinks 

about it at home too, but they do not have extensive recycling and waste separation where he 

lives. However, he states, the rest of the family is conscious. Bertil is thinking more about 

business opportunities that opens up to responsible companies.   

 

Organizational Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 
Beta is passing over to digital auditing and tries to cut down on the use of paper (personal 

communication, Bertil, 2014-03-04). They also try to share their knowledge with customers, 

future customers, employees and society at large to educate people (personal communication, 

Bodil, 2014-03-31). Each year they reinvest part of their annual result into the Swedish  

society, to prove to customers, employers and stakeholders that they are a responsible com-

pany (personal communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31). Beta also supports BRIS and The Water  

Festival, some employees are involved in The Red Cross. Beta has a Code of Conduct which 

is supplemented by many policies: for employees, working environment, gender equality, 

skill development and environment to prove that they are taking responsibility (personal 

communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31). 

 

Discretion 
Bertil explained that it is up to each office to invest in technical equipment and make  

travelling decisions (personal communication, Bertil, 2014-03-04). A big part of Beta’s  

citizenship is done by the local offices’ involvement in local project and organizations  

(personal communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31). If they wanted to do something outside the 

frames they have been given, they need to discuss it with the head office (personal  

communication, Bertil, 2014-03-04).  

4.2.2 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
Responsibilities 
At Beta (personal communication, Bertil, 2014-03-04) the environmental responsibilities are 

in focus. Bertil describes that Beta’s responsibility-taking is for employees and the  

environment, by aiming for ‘the society without papers’. They are also decreasing the number 

of business trips by car by investing in technology to facilitate video conferences (personal 

communication, Bertil, 2014-03-04). Carbon dioxide emissions from electricity, travelling 

and use of paper are the biggest contributing factors to the environmental impact Beta can 

control (personal communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31) and that is why Beta’s focus is to  

reduce these factors.  
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Obstacles for CSR participation 

External and internal obstacles 
There are rules and guidelines surrounding employees at Beta, but also rules for all  

accounting firms, such as they are not allowed to account pro bono (for free) (personal  

communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31). 

 

Bertil (personal communication, 2014-03-04) describes the work with CSR as a balance act 

and believes the focus on business could be an obstacle, because somewhere business is about 

profit. What could also hinder Beta’s work with CSR is limited time and different wills within 

the company (personal communication, 2014-03-04).  

 

Drivers for CSR participation 

External and internal drivers 
Good reputation, branding and image are considered drivers of CSR, which provide the  

company with business opportunities for the future (personal communication, Bertil, 2014-03-

04). This is what keeps the company going and making efforts. Beta’s community  

involvement is part of attracting customers and future employees, but also to give back to 

cities where the offices are located (personal communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31). 

 

Beta has several policies for the employees and their working conditions. It is stated  

several times that employee well-being is an important issue in the company (personal  

communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31).  

4.2.3 Competitive Advantage and CSR 
Beta also has the idea that all their competitors of the same company size do the same things 

with regard to CSR, they are all at the same level (personal communication, Bertil, 2014-03-

04). It is however possible that Beta takes it a bit further, according to Bodil, but they could 

be bad at communicating it (personal communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31). Bertil however has 

a different opinion, that Beta does not have the ambition to be uniquely at the forefront, at 

least since it does not seem possible. 

 

“The competitors would not let anyone take a leap and no one 

would let themselves fall behind.” (Personal communication, 

Bertil, 2014-03-04). 

 

Sources to Competitive Advantage 
Bertil believes no company is more environmental friendly than the next and mentions that it 

is not a ‘dirty business’ they operate in. Beta has the knowledge, but they sell it to other com-

panies in other industries which perhaps need to better and could have a lot to gain by  

re-evaluating their processes and become more CSR conscious. However, in bidding  

situations where all other parameters are the same, CSR might be an advantage (personal  

communication, Bertil, 2014-03-04), affecting the company’s reputation and image in a  

positive manner (personal communication, Bodil, 2014-03-31).  
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4.3 Gamma 

4.3.1 Perceptions of CSR 
Personal values, beliefs, attitudes and behavior 
CSR is important for Gunnar (personal communication, Gunnar, 2014-04-24), manager at the 

local office, both personally and at the office. However, he states that there are two sides to 

every story. Gunnar recycles and recently built an energy efficient house, but he drives about 

19 miles for work every day. 

 

Personally, Gunilla (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25), manager at Gamma’s 

head office, thinks it is more important to work with CSR issues today than it was 10 years 

ago. 

 

“I realized early that it was good to work with CSR but I did not 

think companies would be able to take such great responsibili-

ties. In the past, companies worked with CSR because it would 

look good in pure marketing terms. They donated money, but 

did not do more than that. Companies in general did not care in 

the same way as they do today.” (Personal communication, 

Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). 

 

Previously Gamma’s CSR work was mostly connected to focus solely on environmental  

issues. Still, the environment is of course important, but Gunilla believes the concept is about 

more than that. Today Gunilla thinks companies can do a lot for society, it is important to take 

responsibility in a broader sense, for people and society at large. 

 

Today, Gunilla has a positive attitude towards CSR issues. Gunilla believes that the whole 

world starts to come together on global basis. “Today there is more concrete information 

about CSR which contribute to the awareness among people and it is increasing. From the 

awareness, demands on everyone are born and together we must help each other to make the 

world a better place. Those in the future who do not work with these types of issues will be 

considered as outsiders.” (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). 

 

Organizational Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 
The main reason for Gamma to participate in CSR activities is to receive committed and en-

gaged employees. “The employees are the heart of our company.” (personal communication, 

Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). Gunilla believes it is important to meet the employees’ 

engagement. There is something called 'volunteering at work', which means that 16-40 hours 

a year, employees could work for a self-selected organization (e.g. The Red Cross, Hunger 

project, Mensa). This however, does not exist in Halmstad and Gunnar did not really know 

why. Having engaged employees is important for Gamma at large and it will also have an 

impact on their brand. Gamma’s tag line reads; building a better working world (personal 

communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25) and describes Gamma’s purpose as an organization. 

 

“For the employees, it is important that their daily work feels 

valuable and that Gamma as an organization is supporting them 

to be able to contribute with something good to society.”  

(Personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free transla-

tion). 
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In Sweden, Gamma also extensively works to identify other ways in which employees could 

contribute. For example, the employees may participate in deciding to which organizations 

Gamma should donate money. It is part of Gamma’s organizational culture to contribute to a 

better world. It is, however, hard to always comply with the many policies they have, regard-

ing CSR (personal communication, Gunnar, 2014-04-24).  

 

Discretion 
The local offices at Gamma can, within established frameworks that are controlled globally, 

influence CSR activities. At Gamma the employees are very controlled by the three ‘E's’ 

(Education, Environment and Entrepreneurship), because they reflect a part of the  

organization’s DNA (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25). Since the three ‘E's’ are 

of great importance for Gamma, not even Gunilla who is placed at the head office can affect 

the values within the organization much. 

 

"We are pretty controlled from the top and of the frameworks established." 

(Personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). 

 

Locally in Halmstad, Gamma donates money to the local football team, with exposure as  

reason, and supports anti-bullying activities and organizations (personal communication, 

Gunnar, 2014-04-24). Gunnar’s perception is that employees and he himself could raise a 

suggestion and locally affect associations supported by Gamma. Conclusively, the local office 

managers could select which organizations they want to support, but the selection must be in 

line with the requirements Gamma has established. This means that the employees should not 

be exposed to any risk in for example volunteer work and the selected organization must not 

be in conflict with Gamma’s ethical and moral valuations (personal communication, Gunilla, 

2014-03-25). 

4.3.2 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
Responsibilities 
Like mentioned earlier, Gamma divide their CR work into three different areas called  

Education, Environment and Entrepreneurship. They are working with sustainability issues, 

looking at everything, not just for social responsibility. Therefore, they choose to call the  

concept CR instead of CSR, where the aim is to look at the big picture.   

 

Gamma cares about their employees and wants to support them with both their personal and 

professional development. The goal with supporting education is to increase the employees’ 

knowledge. This is done by providing employees with courses, but the most important part is 

to support employees who want to get involved in volunteer projects. 

 

It is also a high priority for Gamma to work extensively with environmental issues, which 

they have been working with for a long time. They work to reduce use of paper, energy and 

travelling consumption. For instance, they have digital meetings instead of travelling to the 

location where the other parties are. 

 

“Working with environmental issues also in a small scale, could make a big difference in the 

long run.” (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). With this  

statement, Gunilla means that it is important to evaluate environmental issues in their daily 

work, such as evaluating how long the lights and machines are running at the local offices. At 

Gamma’s local office in Halmstad, Gunnar buys ecological fruit; they attend ‘Earth Hour’ and 

put demands upon their suppliers, when for example buying new furniture. 
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Gamma is also involved in supporting entrepreneurs. They are creating an arena for  

entrepreneurs and are trying through various networks to support them. For instance, Gamma 

supports the award for ‘entrepreneur of the year’. Gamma also helps entrepreneurs who are 

successful and talented, both start-ups and companies that have been around for a while. For 

example Gamma is helping entrepreneurs to reach out and become visible in public, creating 

commitment among entrepreneurs in different regions. One perceived effect of this is that 

entrepreneurs get more publicity. Especially in the local offices, Gamma has a large  

commitment to support entrepreneurs active in their localities. (Personal communication, 

Gunilla, 2014-03-25). 

 

Obstacles for CSR participation 

External and internal obstacles 
Previously it was thought that there were managers/leaders that could hinder the CSR work. 

Today, Gunilla does not have the same opinion since there is a great commitment also among 

managers/leaders. 

 

“Financial frameworks as well as time restrictions could limit 

how much we at Gamma can work with CSR.” (Personal  

communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-26, free translation) 

 

Gunnar (personal communication, Gunnar, 2014-04-24), however thinks there are no limits 

financially, at least not at the local office. He agrees that time is the sole answer regarding 

obstacles at Gamma. For example, when employees travel in business the most  

environmentally friendly ways to travel are to take the bus or the train, but due to conven-

ience, the car is often used.  

 

Drivers for CSR participation 

External and internal drivers 
To build a strong brand and image, as well as meeting the market’s demands are factors which 

operate as main drivers for CSR participation in Gamma (personal communication, Gunilla, 

2014-03-25). 

 

“Gamma and businesses in general today, have completely differ-

ent demands on themselves than before. It is becoming extremely 

important with CSR issues today and pushes us to work with it. 

There is no other option but to work forward with CSR.” (Per-

sonal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). 

 

Also the future employees have demands on future working places, especially people born in 

the 1980-1990’s force Gamma to take responsibility to be able to recruit the right employees 

(personal communication, Gunnar, 2014-04-24). 

 

Inside the company, Gamma’s largest resource is their employees. The most noticeable  

driving force is in the foundation of the company (personal communication, Gunnar, 2014-04-

24). The employees at Alpha are those who promote for CSR to develop, they are the driving 

force in the work to find new applications, develop evaluations, to find new ideas and  

variations (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25). 
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4.3.3 Competitive Advantage and CSR 
Looking at the economic benefits, it is an advantage to work with CSR. “Generally speaking, 

companies might think that CSR work in the short term could be expensive and complex. 

However, in the long run it is good because in the end it could also bring economic benefits 

because you, for instance, can manage your resources more efficiently” (personal  

communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation).  

 

Gunilla believes that Gamma’s work with CSR efforts probably has an effect on their  

competitive advantage. This because customers put a lot of demands on Gamma to do things 

well, but Gunnar has a hard time believing gaining customers solely by working with CSR is 

rather difficult. Both Gunilla and Gunnar believe CSR perhaps acts more as a hygiene factor. 

 

“Working with CSR creates value for the company, not least 

for the brand.” (Personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-

03-25, free translation). 

 

Gunilla believes that, compared to its competitors, everyone is almost the same, especially the 

largest accounting firms (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25). However, Gunnar 

does not believe anyone else does more than they do, even though he is not sure what sepa-

rates them from their competitors. The only factor that distinguishes the firms from each 

other, Gunilla thinks, is the corporate culture since it is unique in every workplace. “We at 

Gamma want our culture to attract people who we think are important to attract. CRS issues 

are extremely important for us and we would like to attract people who are committed and  

responsible in this type of issues” (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free  

translation). 

 

Gunilla and Gunnar both mention that Gamma was the first accounting firm to establish  

sustainability reporting. “This does not mean that our competitors do not think it is important 

to consider sustainability issues, but we at Gamma always had strong individuals internally 

who have driven the CSR work forward” (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free 

translation). 

 

Personally, Gunilla believes that competitive advantage does not arise just because firms  

donate money to organizations in need. 

 

“Competitive advantage occurs when you succeed to get dedi-

cated employees. It is important to show that you as a company 

cares about making the world a better place.” (Personal com-

munication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). 

 

Sources to Competitive Advantage 
Gunilla at Gamma’s head office believes that working with CSR provides a big difference on 

their brand. 

 

“In the long run, it is a ‘win-win’-situation for all parties in-

volved, at all possible aspects.” (Personal communication, 

Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). 
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To participate in CSR activities, Gunilla mentions, is more effective in terms of managing 

resources smarter. It is again, according to Gunilla, more sustainable in the long term to work 

with these kinds of issues. 

 

If Gamma would not care about CSR issues, Gunilla believes they will lose some of their  

hygiene factors and it will surely damage their brand. “It will show that we do not care about 

our brand. Employees would be disappointed because they are so dedicated. It will also be 

harder to attract committed employees in the future and our competitors would take advantage 

of it” (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). Gunilla also believes, 

to not participate in CSR activities, companies in general would possibly not be able to exist 

anymore. “Customers do not want to be a customer of an unethical company” (personal com-

munication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation) and Gamma would be considered an un-

modern company (personal communication, Gunnar, 2014-04-24).  

4.4 Delta 

4.4.1 Perceptions of CSR 
Personal values, beliefs, attitudes and behavior 
The present way of thinking in Delta is to operate in areas where you could affect most (dis-

cussed more in detail in section 4.4.2). This influences Delta’s head office manager, Doris 

privately (personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20). Doris’ attitude towards CSR has 

changed over the years to become more environmentally conscious. The environmental con-

sciousness that exists in society, Doris believes, has increased recently and has affected her 

private living. Both companies and individuals are talking about environmental activities. 

Doris thinks that it currently has emerged a more healthy discussion about CSR issues in soci-

ety, where focus is to see where we actually could make the most difference. Both in private 

and corporate terms.  

 

Organizational Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 
At Delta there is a clear vision to not only think about the environment, but also about sus-

tainability at different levels (personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20). 

 

Delta is controlled by different policies, for instance they have an environmental policy in-

cluding for instance: business travelling, recycling and reduction of energy and paper con-

sumption. They also have a policy considering the requirements that they must take into ac-

count when selecting suppliers. The suppliers must also take social responsibility (personal 

communication, Doris, 2014-03-20).  

 

Discretion 
The local offices have the right to affect and manage what CSR activities they want to per-

form. They are not strictly controlled by the head office in terms of CSR activities used. The 

local offices must however follow minimum levels of, for example energy consumption, but 

otherwise they could locally manage how to work with it. This means that different local of-

fices may use different types of CSR activities (personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20).  

4.4.2 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
Responsibilities 
At Delta they mainly take responsibility in four focus areas: Social responsibility, Environ-

mental responsibility, Market responsibility and Sustainability among employees (personal 

communication, Doris, 2014-03-20). 
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One year ago, Delta made a decision about working with CSR on a more local level. This 

means that Delta is committed to supporting local non-profit and profit organizations. For 

instance, they are involved in supporting a non-profit organization called ‘mattecentrum’ (au-

thors’ remark: math centre). Delta provides ‘mattecentrum’ with sponsorship and the employ-

ees are allowed to participate as volunteers by sharing their knowledge in math. Doris be-

lieves this is a good way to help society, contributing by sharing expertise to those who need 

help with math. 

 

“It is better to influence the environment in which you operate.” 

(Personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20, free translation). 

 

Historically, Delta was involved in different types of engagements in for instance India, i.e. 

involvement outside the local operation. The focus was mainly on taking environmental  

responsibility, which still remains important since it is a well-discussed topic in society. Like 

earlier mentioned, Delta today instead focuses on affecting where they actually could give the 

greatest imprint, which they consider to be done first locally (personal communication, Doris, 

2014-03-20).  

 

Obstacles for CSR participation 

External and internal obstacles 
Habits of employees and the organization are obstacles in Delta. People and change do not 

always go along, since people have a certain mindset and know how they want to work with 

certain issues (personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20). For instance, when travelling in 

business it could occur that people sometimes do ‘exceptions’ from the policy and the  

recommended environmentally friendly way to transport oneself, e.g. using the car instead of 

taking the train (personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20).  

 

Drivers for CSR participation 

External and internal drivers 
The customers and the market control Delta, which puts pressure on Delta how to work with 

CSR. For instance, Delta has customers that are listed companies and are themselves actively 

working with CSR. 

 

“To be in the forefront, we must therefore be a good example and 

work actively with CSR.” (Personal communication, Doris, 2014-

03-20, free translation). 

 

Delta’s desire and goal to work with sustainable issues are considered to be internal drivers 

for CSR participation (personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20).  

4.4.3 Competitive Advantage and CSR 
In short terms, Doris does not believe that Delta’s work with CSR has any direct effect on 

their competitive advantage. “The market is not ready yet, at least not the smaller customers” 

(personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20, free translation). In the long run, Doris thinks 

that an even greater effect on the advantage to work with CSR will arise, when even the 

smaller customers become aware of the relevance of CSR efforts. This because the future 

market will become more ready for this type of issues and put greater demands on companies. 
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“I really do not think we stand out from the crowd so much today. 

We are probably all alike!” (Personal communication, Doris, 

2014-03-20, free translation). 

 

With this statement, Doris believes that the major accounting companies are equal because 

they communicatively offer similar services and all have consultants in similar areas.  

However, Delta is working towards the desire to stand out. Today companies question  

themselves if working with CSR affects the profitability or a sustainable society positively.  

If not, they will not actively be working with CSR themselves, which in turn will result in 

minor set of demands on their suppliers. 

 

Among customers it is more mixed in terms of whether CSR is an important factor or not to 

consider (personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20). Doris however already sees that  

especially current and future employees believe CSR efforts to be important. The employees 

have great knowledge about CSR and have their own opinions about the phenomenon.  

For example, in employment contexts, it occurs that students are asking about CSR and how 

the company is involved working with those type of issues. 

 

“CSR issues do affect competition in the employee section.”  

(Personal communication, Doris, 2014-03-20, free translation). 

 

Sources to Competitive Advantage 
Doris at Delta’s head office believes that there are two major effects in Delta that derives 

from their CSR participation. First, Delta has ambitious goals in terms of the environment, 

such as reducing travelling and energy consumption in the offices. This is something that can 

be measured, which contributes to the effects that make society more sustainable. Second, by 

working with CSR, Delta also gets satisfied employees who are committed to work towards 

set CSR goals. Indirectly, this has an effect on the long-term profitability. For instance, the  

sickness absence among employees will decrease. 

 

To stop working with CSR is not an option for Delta, since this would have a major negative 

impact on their competitive advantage. 

 

“It would probably have a great effect on the competitive advan-

tage in the long run. We would no longer be clear in how we deal 

with these types of issues. It might also cost more money for the 

company because then we will 'waste resources' and not use our 

resources efficiently. It will probably also in the long run have a 

negative impact on employees, which ultimately will result to be 

detrimental for profitability.” (Personal communication, Doris, 

2014-03-20, free translation). 

 

4.5 Epsilon 

4.5.1 Perceptions of CSR 
Personal values, beliefs, attitudes and behavior 
Elisabeth (personal communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12), manager at Epsilon’s local of-

fice, is privately very conscious and does all she can to spare the environment with extensive 

recycling, active choices when to drive and questioning vacation travelling behavior seen  
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today with flying everywhere. An overall awareness even though she might not always make 

the best choice environmentally, but she thinks she does her share of it all. 

 

Elin (personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24) is a manager at Epsilon’s head office, and 

her opinion as well as attitude towards CSR issues has changed in recent time and she tries to 

practice what she preaches. “CSR issues are important for the future in terms of business, 

people and society and are important for our planet to consider!” (personal communication, 

Elin, 2014-03-24, free translation). 

 

Elin’s personal opinion is that Epsilon, actually all active enterprises, must work with CSR 

since we all live in a world that need to be taken care of. 

 

“We must show that we are working with these types of issues to 

set an example for others. It is important that we take a stand! We 

in the rich world must take a stand and be good role models. Why 

else would the poor countries become motivated to work with 

CSR if we do not lead by good example?” (Personal communica-

tion, Elin, 2014-03-24, free translation). 

 

When Epsilon became environmentally certified in year 1998, they felt that CSR mostly was a 

way to sort paper, using green power, thinking about how to travel environmentally friendly 

etc. Nowadays, there is a pressure to work with CSR on a broader level, which also has  

affected Elin's personal opinions about the phenomenon. 

 

“However, I could add that in a stressful daily life, we need out-

side pressure to make individuals involved, motivated. We must 

help to keep the pressure on; otherwise it will not be top of the 

agenda.” (Personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free trans-

lation). 

 

Organizational Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 
There are three main reasons for why Epsilon works with CSR (personal communication, 

Elin, 2014-03-24). One, to show their stakeholders that they are engaged to take social re-

sponsibility and how they could make society a better place. Two, Epsilon benefit from CSR 

participation to remain the role as an attractive employer. Three, the CSR work could result in 

business benefits due to increased branding/image. Like mentioned earlier, Epsilon also value 

to integrate the factors; economy, people and environment. 

 

At Epsilon’s head office, Elin mentions that it is inevitably important for Epsilon to engage 

employees and to communicate the importance of CSR issues; namely to keep up the pressure 

for why it is an important area to consider. At the local office, Epsilon values the work with 

CSR and Elisabeth tries to have sustainability on their agenda, even though it is not always on 

top. At Epsilon they have done the basics but are trying to take another step further (personal 

communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12). Their ambition is to be number one. 

 

Code of Conducts is still under progress in Epsilon and they are actively working to establish 

the frameworks in the organization. Since the work still is under progress, they are not quite 

ready to reveal major information about it. However, it involves behavior in terms of which 

kind of companies Epsilon should and not should do business with, CSR in terms of  

management and employees, how they should use resources more efficiently etc. “The goal 
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with a code of conduct is for everyone to feel comfortable with working towards CSR”  

(personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free translation). It is also a way of clarifying 

how Epsilon is working with CSR. 

 

Discretion 
Elin, at Epsilon’s head office, mentions that the local offices can influence CSR activities to a 

wide extent. 

 

“When you have policies, there is a tendency to not think so much 

about them. It is therefore important for us to move issues locally, 

to get increased pressure for CSR participation.” (Personal 

communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free translation). 

 

For the head office, it is important that the employees at the local offices talks about the  

phenomenon, it is not enough just that they know that there is a policy (personal  

communication, Elin, 2014-03-24). The various local offices work differently with CSR, this 

because the local rules are different. 

 

Elisabeth at Epsilon’s local office, described how they at each office set their own goals (per-

sonal communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12). They have a framework to follow and the goal 

is to move the entire company up the CSR latter. However, the local offices can  

themselves choose how. For example, Elisabeth's office is focusing on the digitalization  

because she believes that is where they could have the greatest impact.  

4.5.2 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
Responsibilities 
At Epsilon’s head office, focus is put on particularly three factors; Environment, People and 

Economy. To ensure that they work in relation to these factors, they have established policies 

containing how to manage sustainability issues. Using these types of policies, they for  

instance set high standards for current and future partners.  “We have a strict supplier  

evaluation when it comes to CSR issues” (personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free 

translation). This means that Epsilon tries to only use CSR conscious suppliers.  

 

Elin mentions that Epsilon has extensive experience working with environmental issues.  

Primarily Epsilon is working with decreasing the energy consumption in their facilities, 

equipment and business travelling. All offices have green power, all machines are  

eco-labeled, they actively set requirements on their landlords, how to manage waste etc. It is 

important that the offices are sustainable, which means that all Epsilon’s offices must make 

self-assessments from time to time. 

 

Epsilon’s local office in Halmstad is taking their responsibility by mainly transforming into a 

digital office (personal communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12). All contacts, communication, 

meetings and storage are handled digitally to minimize printing and copying papers. Epsilon 

teaches their clients to access everything digitally, which makes them more effective and  

environmentally friendly. When talking about CSR at the local office, the expression  

sustainability is commonly mentioned. Everything they do has sustainable thought behind it, 

lightning bulbs, coffee and recycling. Their main concern is the digitalization, because that is 

where they could make the biggest difference (personal communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-

12). 
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Obstacles for CSR participation 

External and internal obstacles 
The outside pressure from the market to make fast decisions could limit their work with CSR 

(personal communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12). Sometimes Epsilon must take ‘shortcuts’ 

in order to produce quick results. With ‘shortcuts’ they mean to stretch their policies to do the 

more convenient thing (personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24). 

 

Economical and performance based factors are large internal obstacles in Epsilon, that could 

limit how they prioritize CSR issues on the top of the agenda. At Epsilon, falling into old  

habits is another large internal threat. 

 

“When people are under pressure and stressed, they tend to rely 

on what they know how to do the fastest; the human factor.” 

(Personal communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12). 

 

Further, it is sometimes more comfortable to do the non-environmental friendly action, as 

when travelling far it is more convenient to fly than to take the train (personal communica-

tion, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12). Epsilon however has a travelling policy with guidelines for 

when it is alright to fly, for instance.  

 

Drivers for CSR participation 

External and internal drivers 
Epsilon wishes to live up to and also continue building their brand as a conscious company to 

not let the customers down. According to Elisabeth (personal communication, Elisabeth, 

2014-03-12), it is possible some clients choose Epsilon due to their sustainability profile. 

Their healthy environmental profile is an important part, everyone in the company feels like 

they are part of it. Also, in their business they meet many companies, many entrepreneurs, and 

Epsilon has the ability to affect people’s everyday lives (personal communication, Elisabeth, 

2014-03-12). 

 

To make sure that Epsilon retains its environmental conscious profile, it is crucial to 

strengthen the employees’ awareness. 

 

“The employees must relate to the sustainability mindset that ex-

ists within the organization and be engaged and willing to drive 

the CSR agenda forward.” (Personal communication, Elin,  

2014-03-24, free translation). 

 

4.5.3 Competitive Advantage and CSR 
Epsilon is at the forefront in relation to their competitors, when it comes to environmental 

efforts. The great awareness among Epsilon’s employees, why it is important to work with 

CSR, also affects the awareness among their customers. 

 

“There is an advantage in that we are known for being green.” 

(Personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free translation). 

 

When it comes to issues concerning people and society, Elin believes that Epsilon and their 

competitors are equal. In contrast, the competitors are probably not as far forward as Epsilon 

when it comes to getting employees engaged in CSR (personal communication, Elin,  
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2014-03-24). Epsilon’s CSR work may also result in competitive advantage when it comes to 

public procurement, namely all kinds of intrusion cases (talking about for instance: land in-

ventory and work on mastering projects). This because the customers require that their  

suppliers actively work with CSR and that this work is highlighted. “It is important for us to 

make our customers aware about CSR, in order for the customer to make informed choice 

when choosing a supplier.” (personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free translation). 

 

Sources to Competitive Advantage 
Customers choose Epsilon because they deliver good quality, are locally located, available 

and have inclusive deals (personal communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12). 

 

Elin, at the head office, believes it to be easier for Epsilon to reach out to the world, because 

the outside world expects them to put a lot of effort concerning environmental issues. They 

have, in other words, high standards and expectations from the market. This results in Epsilon 

becoming a credible employer because of their great efforts in issues like CSR. “When it for 

instance comes to forest inventory/valuation, we are a company that could be seen as the  

obvious choice because we give priority to green work. Our brand is here a clear competitive 

advantage.” (personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free translation). 

 

“I believe that we really have an advantage since we are called 

‘Epsilon’.” (Personal communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12, free 

translation). 

 

If Epsilon stopped their involvement in CSR issues, Elin meant it would be a clear  

disadvantage for Epsilon, because they have to work with the environment. “Customers place 

high demands on us, because it is a requirement that their suppliers also will work on envi-

ronmental issues.” (personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free translation). 

 

At Epsilon they are under the impression that CSR is a demand in today’s business  

environment, a basic need that does not add value (personal communication, Elisabeth,  

2014-03-12). Elisabeth’s opinion is that CSR should not be considered a plus for the  

companies working with it, but a minus for companies that do not. 

 

Epsilon states that their business industry is not an environmental villain (personal  

communication, Elisabeth, 2014-03-12). No big trucks and no one is worried about them us-

ing children as labour. They are in the outskirts of what is considered activities affecting the 

environment, but everyone can do their fair share. 
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5. Analysis 

5.1 Layout of the analysis 

In this chapter, the analysis part of the thesis will be made. The theories presented in chapter 2 

will be used to understand the empirical data found in chapter 4. The own-constructed  

analysis model in figure 9 below will be the base for the analysis. The three key concepts: 

perceptions, CSR and competitive advantage will be analysed. The structure will be, starting 

with perceptions, then CSR and finally competitive advantage. 

 
 

Figure 9: Own-constructed figure: The analysis model. 

5.2 Perceptions of CSR 

Table 6 below, depicts a summarized view of the perceived CSR focuses in the different  

accounting firms, divided into environmental focus, business focus, employee well-being  

focus and societal well-being focus. Table 6 could also be seen as a preview to section 5.3 

CSR, since it in this section will be discussed further in detail. 

Table 6: Own-constructed table: Summary of perceptions about CSR and its focus areas 

Company Environment 

in focus 

Business in focus Employee well-being in 

focus 

Societal well-being in 

focus 

Alpha Highly  

prioritized 

See business as an 

important factor to 

consider while 

working with CSR 

 

Responsibilities towards 

employees is extremely 

important 

Donates money and 

involvement in differ-

ent projects in society 

Beta Highly  

prioritized 

See business as an 

important factor to 

consider while 

working with CSR 

 

Employee well-being 

important 

Involved to support  

different types of  

projects in society 

Gamma Highly  

prioritized 

Did not talk  

extensively about 

the Business focus 

Highly prioritized.  

Want to involve their  

employees 

Involved in volunteer-

ing projects as well as  

donating money 
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Delta Highly  

prioritized 

Did not talk  

extensively about 

the Business focus 

Decreased absence 

among employees ef-

fects long term profit-

ability and is important 

 

Participates in volun-

teer projects and are  

donating money 

Epsilon Highly  

prioritized 

Did not talk  

extensively about 

the Business focus 

Important to have  

dedicated employees  

Did not mention 

donations or involve-

ment in projects. They 

did mostly talk about 

the importance of being 

'green'  

 

One very interesting part is that Alpha and Beta did mention that business is an important 

factor to consider when working with CSR, while Gamma, Delta and Epsilon did not talk  

extensively about business as highly prioritized. All the accounting firms did however  

perceive both environmental and employee well-being as highly prioritized. They are also  

involved in donating money and support different types of projects in society. 

 

In the following text, perceptions about CSR in the accounting companies will be discussed 

more in detail, this by studying personal- and organizational values, as well as discretion.  

5.2.1 Personal values, beliefs, attitudes and behavior 

To understand the managers’ perceptions about CSR, it is important to study their personal 

values, beliefs, attitudes and behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Hemingway & Mclagan, 

2004). Privately, respondents at Gamma, Delta and Epsilon are environmentally conscious. 

Anna at Alpha is too, while Alison together with Bertil at Beta, state that CSR is a part of 

business. Beliefs of managers are important, because they shape the ethical standards and 

strategy in companies (Desai & Rittenburg, 1997). According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) a 

person evaluates if a given behavior will have positive or negative outcomes and also if this 

action is important to other people. 

 

In the analysis of underlying factors of what is perceived as positive or negative behavior, 

founded in Ajzen and Fishbein’s (1980) model, Alison and Bertil as individuals have different 

determinants from the other respondents. They seem to perform the CSR activities because 

they feel pressured from others and CSR activities are what others expect of them to perform. 

While the others have behavioral beliefs, a basic positive attitude toward performing CSR 

works. 

 

Note however, these two different belief systems in this case result in the same action, the 

same behavior, but the weight given by different factors and reasons determine the real  

intention. Alison and Bertil’s intentions are to perform CSR activities because it is a part of 

business, while the others do it because it is important for society at large and have the  

environmental thinking at home too. However, the other companies mention their own  

business interest as a reason too, but a reason that is not as important. Since the managers or 

other important persons in the organizations have an impact when it comes to affecting  

actions, organizational behavior and performance (Abbas, 2009; Pedersen, 2010), it is good 

that these people are CSR conscious otherwise it would hinder CSR work (Ostlund, 1977).  

 

In this investigation, the managers care for CSR work, although for different reasons. If  

genuine concern was measured and not the action it resulted in, Gamma, Delta and Epsilon 
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should, according to Abbas (2009) and Pedersen (2010), be more willing to work with CSR in 

a larger extent, due to genuine concern for CSR activities, not just for CSR being a part of 

business. 

 

Anna at Alpha’s local office has been thinking consciously about the environment for over 40 

years and believes it to be important to be involved and do good deeds for society. This may 

have a positive effect on Alpha, since the office environment could affect employees to be-

come more open to CSR even at home (Abbas, 2009; Desai & Rittenburg, 1997; Ostlund, 

1977; Pedersen, 2010). It is possible that different opinions within a company occur (Peder-

sen, 2009) and it is important to remember that decisions in the organization could be driven 

by personal values (Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004). Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) believe action 

starts with beliefs and that this could help predict an individual’s behavior. The question of 

genuinity is raised by the authors, wondering if there, in Alpha, is a difference in action  

between Anna’s genuine concern and Alison’s care for business. Both individuals perform 

CSR activities, but due to different underlying reasons. According to this study, there is no 

difference in action between Anna and Alison. However, since Anna is placed at the local 

office, her perceptions of Alpha’s work with CSR could, in a wider extent than Alison’s, be a 

factor of expectation from others (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), which also could affect  

manager’s perceptions (Abbas, 2009). This could also mean that Anna’s genuine concern, its 

only effect is that CSR work comes natural, while Alison has to force hers, because it is a  

company policy to work with CSR (Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004). 

 

Doris’s attitude towards CSR has changed over the years to become more conscious and it has 

affected her private life. Further, both respondents at Epsilon state they do the best they can 

privately with regard to CSR. Making active choices and having an overall awareness of the 

issue; it is important to be engaged to affect the companies in a positive manner (Abbas, 2009; 

Pedersen, 2010; Ostlund, 1977; Desai & Rittenburg, 1997). 

 

A quotation from Elin at Epsilon’s head office summarizes an important view all companies 

share on CSR in business today: 

 

“CSR issues are important for the future in terms of business, 

people and society and it is important for our planet to con-

sider!” (Personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free trans-

lation). 

 

All companies seem to believe that CSR is important for today’s business, but also for caring 

about people, environment and society. The genuinity of this concern is however not  

investigated, but the authors are aware of that there is a ‘correct’ answer to the question of 

CSR and that this norm could have affected answers obtained at each firm. There is a risk that 

the companies wanted to portray themselves in the ‘best light’ due to egoistic reasons  

(Christian Aid, 2004; Yadav, 2013), but there also exists a difficulty to distinguish between 

what are personal and organizational values (Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004). Conversely,  

organizational values could possibly have affected the managers’ personal values and the 

other way around (Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004; Ostlund, 1977; Reidenbach & Robin, 

1999). 

5.2.2 Organizational Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 

As mentioned, perceptions could be influenced both by personal values but also by  

organizational values (Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004; Ostlund, 1977; Reidenbach & Robin, 

1999). Priorities within the organizations were alike in the interviewed companies. “The  
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employees are the heart of our company.” (personal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, 

free translation). Shared by all the interviewed accounting firms, the statement above shows 

that engagement among employees is considered to be one of the most important CSR drivers 

(Varenova et al., 2013). To work actively with environmental issues is also highly prioritized 

among the interviewed companies. Taking responsibility for the environment and employees 

is supported by Varenova et al. (2013), who mention that these factors are seen as the two 

most common CSR activities prioritized in companies. The accounting firms have the same 

priorities as shown in previous studies and they all spoke mostly about environmental actions, 

as well as attracting future employees with CSR work. 

 

“For the employees, it is important that their daily work feels 

valuable and that Gamma as an organization is supporting them 

to be able to contribute with something good to society.” (Per-

sonal communication, Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). 

 

To work with CSR issues on a daily basis is, according to all the companies, important. Just 

as all the interviewed accounting companies, Gamma mentioned that it is important to make 

sure CSR activities are visible in the daily operation, especially for their employees since they 

are the heart of their organization. This indicates that Gamma wants to engage their employ-

ees to work with CSR on a daily bases. It is in the organizational culture at Gamma to push 

their employees towards CSR active work and this in turn creates a good foundation for CSR 

within the entire company. 

 

Societal well-being is considered to be supported to a lesser degree among various types of 

companies, according to Varenova et al. (2013). However, according to the interviewed  

accounting companies, social responsibility is of importance and they are engaged to donate 

money to organizations in need as well as participate in different societal projects. Though the 

managers mostly spoke about environmental responsibilities as top priorities, strangely 

enough, since several companies mentioned they were not in an emission heavy industry. 

 

All companies are involved in different types of charitable and volunteer activities,  

classified as philanthropic responsibility in Carroll’s (1991) pyramid. To strengthen the  

well-being and to help communities develop are also important activities for the accounting 

firms, which is in contrast to what Varenova et al. (2013) mentioned, that these types of  

activities are less prioritized in companies. However, it could be considered less prioritized 

within the companies, since it is not a ‘top of mind’-activity, as discussed above. However, at 

the local offices each accounting company is actually able to engage in local projects where 

they help organizations and people in need, for example in Gamma they are paid a certain 

amount of hours each year to participate in volunteer projects. At Alpha, they however first 

prioritize to engage in projects where they operate locally before they are involved in major 

projects abroad. 

 

“It is not enough to buy in to a giant project in, for example, 

Columbia. It has to feel like a natural part of our company and 

we have to be able to contribute with our competencies.” (Per-

sonal communication, Alison, 2014-03-21). 

 

This indicates that Alpha first prioritizes to handle problems that occur on a local level, before 

they prioritize to support bigger issues operating outside the local and national limits.  

Focusing on a small number of CSR initiatives, where Alpha can make the biggest difference 
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(Militaru & Ionescu, 2007; Porter & Kremer, 2006) is the most natural way to conduct a  

responsible business (Siltaoja, 2006). To first engage in issues occurring at a local level, is in 

line with Varenova et al. (2013) who mention bigger issues, like third world development and 

poverty, as the least supported CSR activity among companies. However, Alpha does also 

support bigger issues outside the local limits, such as engagement in volunteer and charitable 

projects. These philanthropic responsibilities are the common CSR activities in Alpha, 

Gamma and Delta.  

 

There is no doubt that all the interviewed objects perform various types of CSR activities, 

which indicates that they have the ambition to take responsibility towards society, according 

to Pedersen (2010). Responsibilities towards employees, environment and societal well-being 

are found to be the most prioritized CSR activities among the companies. Gamma, Delta and 

Epsilon have the ambition to be number one and to be in the forefront regarding CSR issues. 

To be number one in CSR is not what Alpha and Beta prioritize first in terms of increased 

competitive advantage. For those, price, service and quality still are still highly prioritized, 

which could mean they prioritize business to be a profit making business, otherwise it is not 

worth investing in CSR (Friedman, 1970; Varenova et al., 2013). Alison and Bertil’s view of 

CSR was discussed above and their genuine interest in CSR was evaluated. The business is 

about profit goes hand in hand with not wanting to be at the forefront and not wanting to be a 

positive force (Pedersen, 2010), simply to be content with doing just enough, but no more. 

This is a true example of how widely organizations work with CSR may be affected by  

managers’ ambition (ibid.). 

 

At Epsilon the expression sustainability is commonly mentioned, also to keep up the pressure 

for the importance of CSR issues within the organization; working with environmental issues 

in a ‘positive force’ (Pedersen, 2010). This means that Epsilon is committed to not just  

minimize the environmental impact but to be number one in this kind of issues.  

 

According to Pedersen (2010), managers are in a narrow extent committed to performing CSR 

activities to a ‘positive force’ level. However, all the respondents agreed that CSR activities 

are worth investing in to a ‘positive force’, including Alpha and Beta even though they do not 

have the ambition to be number one in CSR issues. This since, for example, Alpha work a lot 

with education and developing competences, which in Pedersen’s (2010) scale classifies as a 

‘positive force’. This also goes for Beta and Gamma. The question is to what degree the  

companies would be likely to engage in CSR activities, although it would not give the  

companies something in return. That is, to participate in CSR without any selfish reasons 

(Yadav, 2013). 

 

Conclusively, all objects are aiming towards being a ‘positive force’, but the level of ambition 

to achieve this goal could possibly be different between the companies. How each company 

act could possibly depend on what behavior is accepted within the organization, which could 

be affected by the organizational moral mindset (Reidenbach and Robin, 1999). 

 

Since the companies interviewed all have policies and frameworks controlling their ethical 

mindset, there is no doubt that the companies are placed highly in the ethical-pyramid,  

describing corporate moral development, created by Reidenbach and Robin (1999). All the 

companies have developed a certain balance between profit and ethical conducts. However, 

according to Bertil at Beta the balance between profit and CSR activities could be seen as an 

obstacle, since “business is about profit” (personal communication, Bertil, 2014-03-04, free 

translation).   
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According to Reidenbach and Robin (1999) most companies in general are found in stage two 

or three in the pyramid. In the interviewed accounting firms, stage one and two can however 

be ignored, because companies in stage one only take social responsibility to be able to make 

profit and the concern for employees are absent in this stage (ibid.). In stage two, companies 

only care for social responsibility in terms of following laws and regulations (ibid.). This is 

not the case in any of the interviewed accounting firms since they do have policies controlling 

their ethical mindset and they do care for their employees extensively as well for the society 

at large. 

 

In stage three, companies value ethical acts and they have the wish to ‘do the right things’ 

but only to make profit (Reidenbach & Robin, 1999). The wish to ‘do the right things’ and to 

make profit is controlled by outside pressure (ibid.). Stage three in Reidenbach and Robin’s 

(1999) pyramid could be similar to Pedersen’s (2010) theory about ‘do no harm’ and ‘positive 

force’, where Pedersen (2010) distinguish ‘to be an accepted member of society’ and ‘to be a 

respected member of society’. The interviewed accounting firms do not only have the wish to 

do the right things for society, which could be similar ‘to be an accepted member of society’ 

(ibid.). They want to be respected members that do not perform CSR activities in order to 

make profit. 

 

In the case of Beta, Bertil stated that ‘business is about profit’ and if that is considered the 

sole reason for conducting CSR activities, Beta could find themselves belonging to this stage 

in the pyramid. However, Beta fulfils some demands for higher stages as well and therefore 

cannot be said to solely belong to this stage. 

 

According to Gunilla at Gamma, companies previously engaged in societal responsibilities 

(e.g. by donating money to organizations and people in need) where the purpose was to make 

them look good in terms of marketing, but today Gunilla believes there is a greater  

commitment among employees especially, to do more than what is required. “Customers do 

not want to be a customer of an unethical company.” (personal communication, Gunilla, 

2014-03-25, free translation). There is however minor evidence that customers are willing to 

pay more for products that are CSR friendly (Smith, 2002). In contrast, the globalization 

pushes companies to work with CSR issues and engage them to continue the work  

increasingly (Candy, 2013; & Crane et al., 2008). 

 

In stage four, Reidenbach and Robin (1999) talk about emergent ethical companies where the 

ethical mindset is new. This is not the case in the interviewed accounting firms, since the  

established policies have existed for a long time. However, in Epsilon the Code of Conducts is 

still under progress, which according to Reidenbach and Robin (1999) indicates that Epsilon 

is standing with one foot in step four. However, Epsilon considers themselves as the most 

CSR conscious company in their industry. Could it be CSR comes natural for them and is 

deeply in the organizational moral mindset, that they have not needed policies until now, 

when the public and media start demanding it? Arruda and Halter (2009) believe Code of 

Conducts are established simply to protect reputation, therefore it is a possible reason that 

Epsilon want to prove they are as good as, and even better, than their competitors, they now 

create policies not to fall behind. 

 

All interviewed companies, as mentioned above at Epsilon, are affected by ethical core values 

that control the moral mindset within the organizations. This is why it is important to find 

future employees with values matching the organizational moral mindset and corporate ethical 
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values. This makes a company belong to stage five in Reidenbach and Robin’s (1999)  

pyramid. 

 

In stage five; “The ethical emphasis in the culture is so strong that the individual is not placed 

in a dilemma in which he or she must choose the correct action. The correct action is always 

the just and fair action.” (Reidenbach & Robin, 1999, p. 283). This is not true in Epsilon and 

Delta. Elisabeth at Epsilon’s local office as well as Doris at Delta’s head office, know that 

people sometimes tend to take fast decisions made under pressure, which could lead to that, 

for example, sometimes choose to travel less environmentally friendly; making the wrong 

decision with regards to CSR. Decisions like these are perhaps not in line with environmental 

policies, which in Reidenbach and Robin’s (1999) pyramid mean that the action to travel  

non-environmentally friendly is not the ‘right’ decision in accordance to the organization’s 

corporate culture. For this matter, Delta and Epsilon cannot find themselves in stage five. 

 

To sum up, the interviewed accounting companies compared with Reidenbach and Robin’s 

(1999) pyramid may belong to both stage four and five. They all have well-established ethical 

values, which are found in stage five, but companies in general sometimes make exceptions 

and do not always (for example) choose the most environmentally friendly mode of transport 

when travelling. Carrying out actions like this means that they have not reached step five in 

the pyramid (ibid.). 

5.2.3 Discretion 

Discretion may be a factor affecting how controlled companies are to exert CSR, by  

guidelines and frameworks from the headquarter (Pearsall, 1999). It is therefore important to 

also study discretion in the accounting firms. The interviewed accounting firms are quite free 

to decide for themselves how they want to engage in CSR issues locally. For instance, at Beta 

they get to invest in equipment to the local office, make their own decisions in travel and get 

involved in local projects and organizations. However, according to the respondents,  

decisions must be made within the established frameworks that are controlled by the  

headquarters. This is an example of formal discretion, which is a form of discretion where 

decisions are made within broadly defined guidelines (Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004). 

 

In Epsilon, the perception is that they are locally not controlled by the head office. In order to 

drive the CSR process forward, it is important that they locally set their own goals and take 

their own initiatives. It is possible Epsilon has become known for being eco-friendly and 

green, due to not being controlled in large extent by the headquarter. 

 

Quite the opposite, the local office at Gamma is controlled by the three “E’s” (Education,  

Environment and Entrepreneurship) because this reflects the organization’s DNA. “We are 

pretty controlled from the top and of the frameworks established” (personal communication, 

Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). Gunilla at Gamma did not appear to be adversely  

affected by this; on the contrary she wanted to support Gamma’s values. Gamma can however 

take decisions locally to support local organizations and projects, but the decisions should be 

in line with established frameworks controlled by Gamma's head office. Gamma could be said 

to have a  strict form of formal discretion, where managers must follow guidelines and not 

deviate at all. 

 

To have values that are accepted among employees and managers could prevent conflicting 

personal and organizational values (Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004). It seems to be the case at 

all companies, that employees are involved with a positive attitude towards CSR. This is 

however difficult to say, because in this thesis the employees have not been interviewed 
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themselves, only managers. Further, no conflicts in terms of different values between local 

managers and the head office are noticed, which otherwise could be a problem (ibid.).  

 

However, at Beta the respondents had different opinions about their company’s ambition to be 

unique in terms of CSR. Bertil, at the local office, thought Beta does not have the ambition to 

be uniquely at the forefront of CSR, at least since it does not seem possible. Bodil at Beta’s 

head office thought Beta possibly was ahead of their competitors, but that they were perhaps 

bad at communicating it. Bertil and Bodil however share similar values, which it is important 

to engage in CSR-activities since it will benefit all parties involved. It is however worth  

mentioning that there is a possibility the respondents beautified the situation, in order to  

embellish their image (Poon, 1997). 

 

Quite interesting is that no one in the local office at Alpha, at least not during Anna’s time 

period in the company, has ever raised any CSR issue to the head office, even though the local 

offices are accepted to come up with suggestions. The head office in Alpha take the final de-

cision for sure, but this does not mean that the local offices cannot contribute to drive the CSR 

agenda forward by taking own decisions. It is in Alpha’s case quite clear that entrepreneurial 

discretion is absent and formal discretion is apparent (Hemingway & Mclagan, 2004). 

 

5.3 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

Table 6 has already showed a summarized view of different CSR focus areas in each  

accounting firm, as will be further described also in section 5.3.1 Responsibilities. Table 7 

below, however depicts a summarized view of the obstacles and drivers/motives in each  

accounting firm, which are perceived by the managers to limit and drive their CSR agenda 

forward. 

Table 7: Own-constructed table: Summarized view, obstacles and drivers/motives for CSR 

Company Main Obstacles Main Drivers/Motives 

Alpha Difficulty to measure and visualize where 

they  make the greatest difference 

Pressure from market, managers and 

employees. Increased reputation and 

image 

Beta Not allowed to account pro bono. The balance 

act between profit and CSR efforts can be diffi-

cult. Different wills within the company could 

also be seen as a limitation 

Seeks to increase their reputa-

tion/image as well as attract new em-

ployees and customers. Pressure from 

market is also seen as a driver 

Gamma Financial frameworks and time restrictions may 

be seen as obstacles, according to Gunilla. Gun-

nar however has not perceived financial limita-

tions locally, but agrees that time could limit 

CSR work 

Pressure from the market and  

employees have  higher requirements, 

which means it is important to main-

tain/increase reputation and brand 

image 

 

Delta Old habits are perceived to go against environ-

mental friendly principles, and could restrict 

CSR work 

Pressure from the market as well as 

from within the company, to work 

with sustainability issues. Could result 

in increased reputation and image 
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Epsilon Although market pressure can have a positive 

effect on CSR work, it can also act as a limita-

tion. Especially at times when the market wants 

quick results on other than CSR work. Then CSR 

work may not be on the top of the priority list. 

Financial restrictions as well as fall back into old 

habits could also limit the CSR work 

Pressure from the market. The desire 

to strengthen the brand and to not 

make their customers unhappy. There-

fore important to have dedicated em-

ployees who have similar moral mind-

set as the organization 

 

All the interviewed accounting firms agree that pressure from the market could be seen as a 

driver/motive for the engagement in CSR issues. To get increased reputation and strengthen 

the brand image is a shared motive for working with CSR. Beta and Epsilon perceive that 

financial frameworks could limit their CSR participation. Also Gunilla, at Gamma’s head 

office, perceive financial frameworks to restrict their CSR efforts, while Gunnar, at Gamma’s 

local office, do not believe financial factors influence their CSR work at the local office, but 

time restrictions might influence their work. Perceived by Beta, Delta and Epsilon, different 

wills and to fall back into old habits could also be seen as an obstacle. In section, 5.3.2  

Obstacles for CSR participation and 5.3.3 Drivers and motives for CSR participation, the  

content in table 7 will be discussed more in detail. First, information about the accounting 

firms and their responsibilities taken will be discussed. 

5.3.1 Responsibilities 

At all the interviewed companies, the environmental aspects (Carroll, 1991) are put in focus 

and are considered to be extremely important and a top priority within the companies. For 

instance, all companies perform recycling of different kinds and work to decrease energy  

consumption and travelling in business, which are in line with factors that could be connected 

to environmental responsibilities (McWilliams & Siegel, 2011). The accounting firms seek 

alternative solutions for decreasing their consumptions, for instance they are digitizing as 

much as possible to get rid of unnecessary travelling and paper waste. 

 

The respondents did not talk extensively about economy as a part of CSR (Carroll, 1991). 

However, Epsilon revealed that economy is one of the three factors (Environment, People and 

Economy) they focus upon, but it was not something they talked about excessively at the  

interviews. Bertil at Beta thought that business is about profit and also that the economical 

aspect is important to consider while working with CSR. This opinion about an organization’s 

purpose is shared by Friedman (1970), who stated that the business of business is business. To 

be profitable is in line with step one in Carroll’s (1991) CSR pyramid and is situated as a first 

step towards being socially responsible. Carroll (1991) and Friedman (1970) both believe that 

it is important for an organization to take economical responsibility. Carroll (1991) has  

however chosen to put economical responsibility at the bottom of the pyramid, which  

indicates that she believed that organizations need to take more responsibility than at an  

economical level. 

 

The interviewed companies shared the same opinion that it is important to be effective in 

terms of handling resources and to decrease waste, because this have effect on both the  

environment and the economy within the company. This is in line with Carroll’s (1991) CSR 

pyramid with addition of McWilliams and Siegel’s (2011) environmental responsibility, that 

companies not only work with CSR for their own gain, to save and earn money, but are doing 

it for society as a whole to become good corporate citizens. Yadav (2013) and Friedman 

(1970) disagrees, because Yadav (2013) mentioned that companies could engage in CSR due 

to egoistic reasons and are constantly striving for financial gain. If this is the case, the  
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accounting firms have become good corporate citizens due to selfish reasons, such as profit 

(ibid.). It is hard to tell because it is of course not something the companies disclose. 

 

Motives other than moral factors for working with CSR are: anticipation of a threat and  

increased demand for the companies’ products (Baron, 2001). Most companies anticipate a 

threat of no longer being able to stay in business if not working with CSR, which could be a 

good reason, according to Baron (2001). 

 

The interviewed firms are also engaged to take social responsibility, namely to help  

organizations and people in need. Both philanthropic (Carroll, 1991), by donating money to 

charity but also to be engaged in projects as volunteers. To be involved in projects as  

volunteers is described to be common in especially Gamma and Delta, but all the companies 

are involved in charitable activities. This indicates that they are taking philanthropic  

responsibilities towards society, which mean that they are considered to be good corporate 

citizens, according to Carroll (1991). A fascinating thought is the intentions accounting firms 

have to become good corporate citizens. According to Yadav (2013) one motive for why  

corporations undertake CSR efforts is to increase/maintain reputation and image but also to 

increase profit. Gunilla at Gamma however believes that working with CSR: 

 

“In the long run, it is a ‘win-win’-situation for all parties in-

volved, at all possible aspects.” (Personal communication, 

Gunilla, 2014-03-25, free translation). 

 

This could mean that even though the accounting companies earn profit and increased  

reputation/image, all parties involved will be ‘winners’. That is, all involved parties will  

benefit from the fact that companies work with CSR, which is in line with Varenova et al.’s 

(2013) opinion that firms could be both socially responsible and profitable. It is worth to ask 

yourself, if it matters in reality for what reasons the CSR activities were made, if everyone in 

the end are winners. 

 

Regardless of intention, it is known that the accounting firms are engaged in voluntary and 

charitable activities. According to Verma (2014), European Commission (2011) and Portney 

(2005), they are involved to take responsibilities beyond what they are required to do in  

economic, social, environmental and ethical terms. Carroll (1991) means that companies must 

practice CSR at all the aspects within the pyramid to become good corporate citizens. It is not 

enough to do only what is required (ibid.). Companies must take economic, legal, ethical and 

philanthropic responsibilities (ibid.). All the interviewed companies and their commitment 

towards society show that they work with CSR in a good manner, in accordance to Carroll’s 

(1991) CSR pyramid. They all reach the top of the pyramid since they all exert CSR in all 

manners mentioned by Carroll (1991). A relevant question, however, is where to draw the 

line. When does a company do more than what is expected to do in economic, social,  

environmental and ethical terms? Even if they reach the top of the pyramid according to  

Carroll (1991), it might be relevant to consider the intention the accounting firms have for 

reaching the top; namely if their intention was to become ‘good corporate citizens’? After all, 

it is about how companies view the outcome of exerting CSR (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), if 

they believe CSR could lead to competitive advantage (Militaru & Ionescu, 2007; Porter & 

Kremer, 2006) or if it is just an obvious choice to take responsibility towards society (Cho et 

al., 2012). 
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5.3.2 Obstacles for CSR participation 

External 
CSR is market driven, which is why it is important to make CSR activities visible to meet  

pressure from the market (Vogel, 2006). No company mentioned the market and the  

customers as potential hinders for CSR, but it would have been a rightful opinion in  

accordance with Smith’s (2002) statement about customers not being willing to pay more for 

CSR friendly products. Quite the opposite, customers were in the interviews mentioned as 

drivers. 

 

Meanwhile, Beta, Gamma and Epsilon mentioned economical and performance based factors 

as limitative of their work, in accordance with the discussion about financial performance by 

Varenova et al. (2013). Profit is important (Friedman, 1970), which is something Epsilon and 

Beta confesses. Gunilla at Gamma’s Head Office believes financial frameworks could limit 

how much CSR work could be executed at Gamma. However, Gunnar at Gamma’s local  

office stated that locally in Halmstad, finance is not an issue. Jointly, Gunnar and Gunilla at 

Gamma mention time as a restriction in their CSR work, even though employees at some  

offices have paid hours every week to do volunteer work. Time is also mentioned as an  

obstacle among others in Beta. 

 

Beta also feels hindered by the rules regarding, for example, pro bono accounting. If someone 

would expect them to help out by doing pro bono accounting, they are not allowed due to the 

overall regulations regarding accounting. Since companies must meet expectations derived 

from the market (Verma, 2014) it could be seen as a major obstacle to not be allowed to help 

doing pro bono accounting. 

 

Internal 
It may be difficult to measure CSR activities and how profitable they are for the company 

(Saeed & Arshad, 2012; Vogel, 2006). Alpha found it hard to point to their exact impact, 

since the industry, in which accounting firms operate, have almost no emissions and also  

because they cannot measure CSR in others ways than just emotionally. To not be able to 

point out an exact impact could, according to Alison at Alpha’s head office, obstruct the  

visibility of their CSR work to the market. This is, according to Vogel (2006), not uncommon, 

since CSR could be measured widely and it is therefore difficult to know exactly how to 

measure it. Though, for example Delta has the ambition to reduce energy consumption and 

polluting travelling and these goals can be measured (Saeed & Arshad, 2012; Vogel, 2006). 

These kinds of goals are similar in all the accounting firms interviewed. 

 

At both Delta and Epsilon, the largest obstacle seems to be the old habits of the employees 

and the organization. When people are stressed or pressured, they rely on what they know 

how to do and how it is easiest to work. Both companies mention that sometimes it is more 

convenient to do the non-environmental thing, such as flying or using the car instead of public 

transports, such as train or bus. 

5.3.3 Drivers and motives for CSR participation  

External 
Companies are exposed to great pressure from all stakeholders in the marketplace (Crane et 

al., 2008; Panapanaan et al., 2013), which in turn helps to drive the CSR work forward, which 

will be further explained by the quotations below: 
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“We have to adapt to outside pressure.” (personal communica-

tion, Anna at Alpha, 2014-03-03, free translation). 

 

“...There is no other option but to work forward with CSR” (per-

sonal communication, Gunilla at Gamma, 2014-03-25, free 

translation). 

 

“To be in the forefront, we must therefore be a good example 

and work actively with CSR.” (personal communication, Doris 

at Delta, 2014-03-20). 

 

This is in line with what Crane et al. (2008) and Panapanaan et al. (2003) mentioned about 

external drivers, that external main stakeholders could influence how companies work with 

certain issues. 

 

“If we had not engaged in CSR, it is possible that we had lagged 

behind our competitors.” (Personal communication, Anna, 

2014-03-03, free translation). 

 

This statement may agree with what Laudal (2011) mentioned, that large companies could 

choose to follow leading competing companies and imitate their movements to not lag behind 

their competitors. In this case it was however more about not being able to stop working with 

CSR because then the companies believed they would end up with a bad reputation and their 

competitors would benefit from this. This is something all companies agree with. One reason 

why all companies agreed on this could be that they cannot afford to put themselves in ‘bad 

light’, i.e. to get bad reputation (Laudal, 2011). It is possible they feel compelled to continue 

working with CSR to avoid bad reputation (Kalyar et al., 2013) and also because CSR is 

beneficial for their reputation, consumer loyalty and employees (Yadav, 2013). 

 

Beta recognized one of the most well-known drivers of CSR, the customers (Crane et al., 

2008; Panapanaan et al., 2003) as an important driver of CSR in their company. The other 

accounting firms mentioned that pressure from the market required them to work with CSR, 

which could refer to the customers (Crane et al., 2008). Alpha however seemed to believe 

working with CSR, were not considered as important for their small customers such as for 

their larger customers. Doris at Delta mentioned that there are mixed opinions among  

customers, due to the fact that some customers make demands for CSR and others do not.  

At Alpha, it is their largest customers who care the most about how they work with CSR.  

This is in line with Smiths (2002) idea that some customers may not put emphasis if the com-

panies perform CSR activities or not. However, a shared view among the accounting firms is 

that, in the future customers will put greater demand for firms to undertake CSR actions; the 

market will mature and customers will take for granted that companies work with CSR issues 

actively Although, it is hard to tell if customers will be prepared to pay more for the services 

provided by the accounting firms. In that case, CSR acts more as a hygiene factor, rather than 

a competitive advantage, but however still a driver. 

 

Internal 
All the interviewed companies agreed that the employees are the ones that drive the internal 

CSR agenda forward. It is known that employees are seen as internal drivers for CSR  

engagement (Crane et al., 2008, Panapanaan et al., 2003). To get engaged employees who 

want to work towards CSR, conscious goals are important among the interviewed companies.  
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Especially, Delta and Epsilon mentioned that the organization and the desires to work with 

sustainable issues is an important element to motivate their employees to steer the CSR 

agenda forward. “The employees must relate to the sustainability mindset that exists within 

the organization and be engaged and willing to drive the CSR agenda forward” (personal 

communication, Elin, 2014-03-24). This statement is supported by Kalyar et al. (2013), who 

mention that the mindset within companies must allow CSR values to be visible. 

 

Alpha mentioned that the management within the organization could control the direction in 

which the CSR work will proceed. Due to the fact that managers control resources and have 

the ability to steer CSR actions within an organization (Waldman et al., 2006) it is according 

to Alpha important that managers make CSR issues visible within the company, also in the 

daily activities. This because the employees want to feel that their daily work is valuable and 

could contribute to a better world. 

 

Gunilla at Gamma’s head office mentioned that there is a great commitment at management 

level, which facilitates the work with CSR. Management commitment is of great importance 

in a company to be able to become a CSR conscious company (Laudal, 2011). Previously 

Gamma thought managers could hinder the CSR work, since it was not considered to be just 

as important to prioritize CSR issues like it is in Gamma today. The ethical mindset was not 

well established, which could be dependent on poor ethical standards (Kernisky, 1997) or 

frameworks (Kalyar et al., 2013). When creating a good framework and making CSR a  

sustainable strategy as well as a part of the everyday business in the companies, the business 

interest must be kept in mind (Verma, 2014).   

 

At Beta, Code of Conducts is established and at Epsilon, Code of Conducts are under pro-

gress. According to Arruda and Halter (2009), codes of ethics do not focus on social  

responsibilities but are established to protect reputation. However, Code of Conducts is  

perceived by Beta and Epsilon to drive their CSR agenda forward and to demonstrate ethical 

behavior accepted within the organization. Arruda and Halter (2009) agree that Code of  

Conducts could guide firms and the managers within to not perform unacceptable activities.  

It is hard to tell in this particular case, if the motive for the Code of Conducts in Beta and  

Epsilon are established to maintain their reputation or if the motive is to protect pure CSR 

efforts. This could however be a cover-up or substitute for real regulations according to  

Laudal (2011) and Thirarungrueang (2013).  

 

When discussing the using of Codes of Conducts as cover-ups, Thirarungrueang (2013)  

mentions the voluntary aspect of CSR as a problem, since companies could take the easy way 

out and create policies, masking their real unethical behavior. However, the interviewed  

companies all seemed to have real concern, although Laudal (2011) mentioned the possibility 

for using CSR activities, just as Thirarungrueang (2013) said, as a substitute to regulations.  
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5.4 Competitive advantage and CSR 

Table 8 below, depicts a summary of the interviewed managers and their perceptions about 

CSR and competitive advantage. As before, more detailed information will follow below the 

table.  

Table 8: Own-constructed table: Summary of the perceptions of CSR and competitive advantage. 

Company The perceived connection between CSR 

and Competitive advantage 

Perceptions about Sources that could 

lead to Competitive Advantage  

Alpha No major effect on the competitive advan-

tage, because competitors are working with 

CSR in a similar manner 

Provide best service and price 

Beta No difference in the competition in terms of 

CSR - therefore no competitive advantage 

Sell the best knowledge. Have innovative 

new processes, in this case digitalization of 

a complete auditing system. Expose and 

communicate the CSR work most clearly is 

important to distinguish itself 

Gamma No competitive advantage is incurred, how-

ever, there are benefits from working with 

CSR 

Manage resources smarter than competitors 

Delta No competitive advantage because all the 

other major accounting firms are equal  

Manage resources smarter than competitors 

Epsilon Epsilon believes that they have an advantage 

in environmental issues, since they are 

known for being 'green'. In other issues con-

nected to CSR, the perceive themselves to 

be similar to their competitors 

Innovative new processes, in this case  

digitalization a complete auditing system 

 

The accounting firms all agree that CSR efforts do not lead to Competitive Advantage. It is 

however seen as an advantage to work with CSR and would disfavour companies that do not 

work with it. The accounting firms do believe sources to competitive advantage could come 

from different factors. For instance, in the case of Alpha, they believe CSR efforts do not  

result in competitive advantage, but competitive advantage may derive from providing the 

best service and price. The other accounting firms mention different factors, which will be 

discussed more in detail. The perceived connection between CSR and competitive advantage 

will be further discussed in the text below. 

 

According to Barney (1991), Siltaoja (2006) and Patel (2011), using CSR as a competitive 

tool could lead to competitive advantages, if companies are using strategies differently from 

their competitors. All the companies try to work strategically with CSR, having policies or 

Code of Conducts (Militaru & Ionescu, 2007; Porter & Kremer, 2006). However, since all 

interviewed accounting firms have strategies concerning working with CSR, it cannot be  

considered a unique position and therefore not a competitive advantage (Militaru & Ionescu, 

2007; Porter, 1985; Porter & Kremer, 2006). Siltaoja (2006) mentions that it is not enough to 

only perform strategic CSR for competitive advantage to be achieved; how to approach CSR 

strategies from different angles could create ways for companies to differentiate from  

competitors (Siltaoja, 2006). The companies interviewed believe that all big accounting firms 
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do nearly the same work with CSR; however they have different opinions about their own 

possibility for a competitive advantage. 

 

Both Alpha and Beta do not believe they have the ambition to stand out or be at the forefront 

in the work with CSR in terms of competitive advantage. This because there are other ways to 

create competitive advantages (Filho et al., 2010; Militaru & Ionescu, 2007), for example with 

a low price or high quality (Porter, 1985). At Alpha they believe that working with CSR is 

important only when the customers believe it to be important. Then it affects their brand in a 

positive manner. Since only the big customers in Alpha seem to care about their CSR work, it 

is not a strategy for them and could therefore not be considered a competitive advantage.  

 

However, Alpha cannot stop working with CSR, because then it would be easier for the  

competitors to create competitive advantage. While at Beta they believe it is possible their 

company already is a bit ahead of other companies, at least that is the reaction they receive 

from customers, but Beta believe they might be bad at communicating how much  

responsibility they take. Apparent in Beta is that the perception of being ahead differs from 

the organizational ambition to not be at the forefront. This means that Beta does not have the 

ambition to stand out, while they at the same time claim that they do, by saying that they are 

ahead.  

 

Even though Epsilon is the smallest company in comparison to the other accounting firms, 

they consider themselves to be the company doing the most and are the best in terms of  

performing environmental friendly CSR activities. While the other firms believe themselves 

and their competitors to exert the same activities and care alike each other, while wanting to 

be at the forefront, Epsilon states they believe they are at the forefront. This gives them a  

competitive advantage according to Epsilon, especially concerning their land inventory cases. 

Barney (1991) states that companies that are implementing strategies other companies in the 

industry do not use, have competitive advantage. 

 

“There is an advantage in that we are known for being green.” 

(Personal communication, Elin, 2014-03-24, free translation). 

 

This statement shows Epsilon’s dedication and perception of that they are the best when it 

comes to dealing with environmental issues. However, regarding factors such as people or 

society, Epsilon believes equality exists between them and their competitors. 

 

There is a difference between believing that you are ahead of the competition and to actually 

have a competitive advantage (Porter, 1985). If Epsilon has competitive advantage due to the 

fact that they are known for being green, is not clear from the interview, because no evident  

strategy was mediated. Following the concept that superior performance and competitive  

advantage are the same things (Foss & Knudsen, 2003; Grahovac & Miller, 2009; Grant, 

1998; Porter, 1985; Winter, 1995), Epsilon might be right in them having an advantage.  

However, according to Sigalas and Economou (2013) there is a difference in competitive  

advantage and superior performance, and if this is the case, Epsilon might have only a  

superior performance and not a competitive advantage. 

 

Delta believes in a long term effect on their competitive advantage by working with CSR, but 

not in short term. Greater demands will come from the market and companies not agreeing 

with CSR making a positive impact on profit and sustainable society will not make it; CSR 

will become a necessity. This is Delta’s strength and is one part of building a competitive  
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advantage (Porter, 1985; Barney, 1991), planning for the long term positive effects and  

predicting trends of what the market will demand in the future.  

 

Gamma’s distinguishing factor is their committed employees; on the other hand the  

employees are also one of Epsilon’s mentioned advantages. However, as mentioned strategies 

can be approached from different angles to create competitive advantage (Siltaoja, 2006).  

In the case of Gamma, this means finding a way to communicate CSR that attracts the largest 

number of employees could be a competitive advantage in terms of an attractive company. 

The accounting firms have all been talking about that both present and future employees are 

interested in knowing how companies are working with CSR. There is therefore an interest to 

compete for labour. To have strengths is one part of competitive advantage (Barney, 1991; 

Porter, 1985), but if two companies have the same strategies and the same strengths, as in this 

case, engages employees, it no longer qualifies as a competitive advantage (Barney, 1991) 

because the strength is no longer, “rare, irreplaceable, inimitable and valuable” (Filho et al., 

2010, p. 305).  

 

5.4.1 Sources to Competitive Advantage 

Resources such as environmental and social performance along with reputation and image are 

only sources to competitive advantage “if the company makes them rare, irreplaceable,  

inimitable and valuable” (Filho et al., 2010, p. 305), as mentioned above. Gunilla at Gamma  

believes one way to participate in CSR activities is to simply manage resources smarter, 

which is correct according to Patel (2011) and Barney (1991). It is the art of allocating  

resources effectively which could provide competitive advantage, but only if this is done 

more innovatively and better than competitors do (Patel, 2011; Barney, 1991). Doris at Delta 

has the same mindset when stating that to stop working with CSR could mean larger costs 

since resources would be managed more inefficiently. 

 

Alpha’s competitive advantage is service and price, according to respondents at Alpha. The 

question is if this for them is a rare, irreplaceable, inimitable and valuable resource? Regard-

ing CSR, Alpha believes their work with CSR gives them extra publicity, reputation and im-

age, but does not believe their company is different from their competitors and it therefore 

does not give them any competitive advantage. However, Alison believes companies who are 

highlighting their work with CSR will stand out from the rest, even though CSR is mostly 

something executed not to fall behind (Laudal, 2011). 

 

Ussahawanitchakit (2008) agrees with Alison and mentions that to be able to gain competitive 

advantage from CSR activities, companies must be committed into working with the  

phenomenon and also be able to show off their commitment. All companies interviewed seem 

to be committed into working with CSR, no matter the reason for it. However, showing off 

organizational commitment is very important for competitive advantage (ibid.) and might give 

companies that have trouble showing off their work a disadvantage, for example Beta. 

 

At Beta, CSR could be considered a competitive advantage when all other parameters in  

bidding situations are alike, according to Bertil. Otherwise, their game is to sell their  

knowledge, which is the opposite of the learning orientation (for achieving competitive  

advantage), about keeping knowledge within the company (Calantone et al., 2002). 

 

Gamma mentions their brand as the thing that sees most positive impact from CSR and  

describes working with CSR as a ‘win-win’-situation for all parties involved. For Gamma it is 

important that their employees see their efforts with CSR and the same thinking exists in 
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Delta. Not working with CSR would damage their brands and profitability, especially in terms 

of employee dedication and health. 

 

Epsilon has a clear stance on their market and their name is well-known in CSR contexts. 

They do a lot due to outside pressure on environmental issues, pressure that is higher on them 

due to their name. Market positioning is an important part of achieving competitive advantage 

(Militaru & Ionescu, 2007; Porter, 1985) and this is something Epsilon seems to experience 

with the statement that their brand is a clear competitive advantage. They take big steps in for 

example digitalization that could be considered factor innovation by adopting new processes 

before competitors (Hurley et al., 2005), which also could be a part of their perceived  

competitive advantage (Dustin et al., 2014). However, since digitalization also is a project 

performed by Beta the question if it still could be considered ‘before competitors’ and if it 

even complies with the four basic assumptions of a competitive advantage, to be rare,  

inimitable, valuable and irreplaceable (Filho et al., 2010; Hurley et al., 2005). At Gamma they 

are implementing digital meetings as a step in the same direction, even though not as fully as 

Beta and Epsilon who are making digitalization a complete auditing system.  

 

Even though, it is possible competitive advantage could derive from working strategically 

with CSR due to increased social demands in the future (Arruda & Halter, 2009; Militaru & 

Ionescu, 2007; Porter & Kremer, 2006), a common view among the interviewed companies 

seem to be that no one else gets a real advantage from working with CSR today. The question 

is why the accounting firms perceive that CSR does not lead to competitive advantage. 

 

A shared opinion among all the accounting firms is the positive outcome that comes from 

their CSR efforts, such as extra publicity, increased reputation and image. Gamma and Alpha 

believe CSR could be seen as a hygiene factor (Herzberg, 1974). Further into the future, 

Gunilla at Gamma does not think there will be any room in the market for companies which 

do not work with CSR (Abbas, 2009; Pedersen, 2010; Ostlund, 1977; Desai & Rittenburg, 

1997). This because, she believes working with CSR is an obvious choice and considers it to 

be a hygiene factor, which means that CSR is something that simply has to exist in a company 

(Herzberg, 1974). Working with CSR is taken for granted, according to Gamma and Alpha. 

This may be one of the reasons why CSR does not lead to competitive advantage, but instead 

serves as a hygiene factor (ibid.). The hygiene factors do not result in a positive manner, but is 

necessary to have because not having hygiene factors could lead to dissatisfaction (ibid.). 

 

To build a brand with a good reputation and image is important for all the companies  

interviewed. It was perceived as important to strengthen the image of their brand, to be able to 

attract and keep engaged employees and also to not let their clients down. Especially large 

well-known companies are sensitive to bad publicity since it could affect their continued  

survival as a big player in the market (Duff, 2011; Duff & Guo, 2010; Laudal, 2011; 

Varenova et al., 2013). However, a shared opinion among the accounting firms is if to stop 

working with CSR may lead to reduced positive outcomes, which in turn could result in  

reduced competitive advantages. To not be able to stop working with CSR due to the risk of 

losing competitive advantage and positive outcomes could be similar to Yadav’s (2013) idea, 

that companies undertake CSR activities due to egoistic reasons. The thoughtful part is the 

intention the accounting firms had from the beginning to engage in CSR-activities. Did they 

start working with CSR in terms of business or/and because they cared about ‘building a  

better world’? 
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Worth mentioning, is the shared desire to protect reputation. The question is if the companies 

undertake CSR efforts in order to ‘save the planet’ or if they are doing it due to selfish reasons 

(Christian Aid, 2004; Yadav, 2013) where the main motive is to keep and increase reputation? 

However, Gunilla at Gamma mentions that companies that do not work with CSR in the  

future will be seen as ‘losers’, and that everyone has to work together to make the earth a bet-

ter place to live. Elisabeth at Epsilon has a common view, stated that CSR should not be con-

sidered a plus for companies working with in, but a minus for companies that do not. 

 

Contributions to previous research 

Since little research has been done studying how accounting firms themselves are working 

with CSR, this paper contributes to the extension of research in the field of the accounting 

industry; expanded research in terms of studying managers’ perceptions, qualitatively, about 

the connection between CSR efforts and competitive advantage has been given. This is an 

extension of previous research, where the majority have been studying the connection  

between CSR and competitive quantitatively, in other industries (Fitzpatrick, 2013; Ibrahim & 

Angelidis, 1993; Ibrahim et al., 2006; Rupp et al., 2006; Öberseder et al., 2013). We have also 

provided more research within the field of large companies’ and their CSR efforts.  

 

This thesis also expands the view of corporations’ responsibility towards society. In the  

accounting firms, the managers’ perceived CSR activities to be taken for granted. They did 

not think that they did more than what was required to do in economic, social, environmental 

and ethical terms as defined of Verma (2014), European Commission (2011) and Portney 

(2005). According to European Commission (2011), Verma (2014) and Portney (2005) a 

company is supposed to follow the law regarding social responsibilities, but also go beyond 

this continuously and do more than what is required to do in economic, social, environmental 

and ethical terms. However, due to extensive requirements from both external and internal 

stakeholders to perform CSR, the accounting firms thought CSR efforts starts to become  

naturally to be engaged in. In this thesis, the suggested meaning of CSR could be as follows: 

  

 

Working with CSR entails having the ambition to, in various ways, 

show that you are a respected member of society and not just an  

accepted member (Pedersen, 2010). Working with CSR should not be 

seen as do more than what is required, but instead be seen as an  

obvious choice. CSR could therefore not be viewed as a competitive 

advantage, since it is seen as a hygiene factor among the accounting 

firms, taken for granted.   
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6. Conclusion 
In this section, the purpose of the thesis as well as the research problem will be concluded. 

The conclusions from the study will be discussed, both with theoretical and practical  

implications given. Finally, proposals for future research will be specified. 

 

6.1 Conclusions and findings 
The intention in this thesis was to respond to the research problem and to fulfil the purpose of 

the study. The purpose was primarily to describe and explore the connection between CSR 

efforts exerted in accounting firms and the perceived competitive advantage. The purpose was 

also to expand research in the field of accounting firms, which will be discussed more in  

detail in section 6.2 implications.  

 

What are managers’ perceptions of the connection between CSR efforts and competitive ad-

vantage in large accounting firms? In line with Barney’s (1991) definition of competitive 

advantage, there is no significant competitive advantage that derives from CSR in the  

interviewed accounting companies, since their strategies and actions are not rare,  

irreplaceable, inimitable and valuable (Barney, 1991; Filo et al., 2010). The respondents 

shared similar perceptions, namely that competitive advantage did not derive from their CSR 

efforts. The main perception was that they all have similar approaches to CSR and are too 

alike for competitive advantage to derive.  

 

To work with CSR is perceived as taken for granted and is also, among some of the account-

ing firms, considered as a hygiene factor. However, there is a perceived advantage to work 

with CSR, due to positive outcomes, such as increased reputation and image (Filho et al., 

2010, Laudal, 2011; Logsdon & Wood, 2002; Mahon, 2002). To stop working with CSR will 

influence the positive outcomes in a negative manner and reduce the competitiveness in the 

long run. Among the interviewed companies, the conclusion could be drawn that managers 

believe CSR has become mandatory (Cho et al., 2012) for companies to exert, otherwise 

companies face a huge risk of lagging behind their competitors. 

 

In this thesis, we have managed to explore how large accounting firms work with CSR and 

their managers' perceptions about CSR in relation to competitive advantage. Environmental-, 

societal- and employee commitment was shared by the accounting firms to be important focus 

areas, when working with CSR. The common perceptions among the managers about what 

could restrict their CSR work were foremost: financial frameworks, time restrictions, diffi-

culty to know exactly their impact and organizational and personal habits. Some of the com-

mon perceptions about what could drive the CSR agenda forward were foremost: pressure 

from both inside and outside the company, support from the organization to engage in volun-

teer and charitable projects, established policies and frameworks, involvement among manag-

ers and employees, the desire and goal to work with these kinds of issues and the desire to 

maintain and increase good reputation, branding and image.  

 

All the accounting firms perceived themselves to be controlled by frameworks, but mentioned 

they could affect the CSR work to a certain amount, both at headquarters and local offices. 

Personally, most of the managers are aware of CSR issues personally and at home too, which 

could facilitate the CSR work in a company because the managers themselves believe CSR to 

be important (Abbas, 2009; Desai & Rittenburg, 1997; Ostlund, 1977; Pedersen, 2010). In 

addition, frameworks established in the accounting firms for how to behave ethically, could 

also have an impact on how managers perceive CSR (Kalyar et al., 2013; Reidenbach & 

Robin, 1999). The ethical mindset and the values within the corporations seem to be accepted 
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among both the local managers and the head office’s managers in the accounting firms.  

That is why there is no noticeable known conflict between personal and organizational values 

in the interviewed firms (Hemingway & McLagan, 2004).  

 

Continuing, we have also managed to describe the perceived connection between CSR and 

competitive advantage. Sources to competitive advantage mentioned by the managers are  

factors as: Manage resources smarter than competitors (Gamma and Delta), Provide best  

service and price (Alpha), Sell the best knowledge (Beta), Innovative new processes, in this 

case digitalization a complete auditing system (Beta and Epsilon), Expose and communicate 

the CSR work most clearly (Beta). However, when it comes to competitive advantage in  

relation to CSR efforts among the accounting firms, the quotation below states the beliefs of 

all the interviewed companies. 

 

“We are probably all alike!” (Personal communication, Doris, 

2014-03-20, free translation) 

 

Since the accounting firms believe they are alike and use similar strategies for CSR, this 

means that competitive advantage is not perceived to arise from exerting CSR.  

The companies’ strategies are not considered to be rare, inimitable, valuable and irreplaceable 

(Filho et al., 2010; Hurley et al., 2005). However, all respondents said they believed they did 

the same actions as their competitors and did not have a competitive advantage in their CSR 

work, but most of the managers still believed that their company was ahead with regards to 

CSR. The one company that believed they have a clear advantage over their competitors in 

terms of environmental responsibility was Epsilon. They did not however believe they have a 

competitive advantage per se, they simply have an advantage. Due to the fact that Elisabeth at 

Epsilon as well as the other respondents, believe CSR to be taken for granted and could be 

seen as a hygiene factor, companies working with CSR should not gain from working with it. 

That is why CSR does not give any obvious competitive advantages.  

 

To sum up, in this thesis managers perceive CSR as a tool for creating competitiveness in 

terms of positive outcomes but not for gaining competitive advantage, as discussed above.  

To stop working with CSR was perceived to influence the positive outcomes (such as extra 

publicity, increased reputation and image) in a negative manner and reduce the competitive-

ness in the long run. The perceived connection between CSR and competitive advantage 

seems to be that the accounting firms do not get competitive advantages just by working with 

CSR. The accounting firms could however lose the advantages that comes from working with 

CSR, such as the perceived increased reputation/image, if stop working with CSR.  

 

It is possible the accounting firms perform CSR-efforts for selfish reasons (Yadav, 2013), but 

it is difficult to prove. What is worth mentioning is that it is possible a beautified situation 

was depicted by the companies in relation to what CSR work they exhibit and the work they 

actually do. Comparing the policies and frameworks stated, with the habitual phenomenon for 

employees to take ‘the easy route’; to do the non-CSR activity that is more comfortable than 

doing the most rightful action, which might be harder or take longer time.  
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6.2 Implications 

6.2.1 Theoretical implications 

Expanded research in terms of studying CSR within accounting firms as well as the perceived 

connection between CSR efforts and competitive advantage has been given. This is an  

extension of previous research, where the majority have been studying managers' perceptions 

of CSR and competitive advantage quantitatively in other types of industries. Previous  

research has mostly studied how accounting firms review other companies’ reports (Christie 

et al., 2013; Moser & Martin, 2012) but not extensively how accounting firms themselves 

work with CSR. In this thesis, CSR efforts in accounting firms have been studied  

qualitatively, which is a development of previous research. This means the purpose of ex-

panding previous research in the field of accounting firms has been achieved.  

 

The results in this thesis may possibly increase the credibility of the results found in Militaru 

and Ionescu’s (2007) and Filho et al.’s (2010) study, confirming that there is a connection 

between increased reputation due to CSR efforts. This thesis, however, does not support that 

CSR efforts results in competitive advantage, but rather a positive outcome in terms of reputa-

tion and image, which for instance could lead to attract and retain the best people for em-

ployment. 

 

This thesis could also provide previous research a developed meaning of CSR. Previous  

research defined CSR as follows: A company is supposed to follow the law regarding social 

responsibilities, but also go beyond this continuously and do more than what is required to do 

in economic, social, environmental and ethical terms (European Commission, 2011; Portney, 

2005; Verma, 2014). In this thesis, the accounting firms perceived CSR efforts taken for 

granted and did not believe themselves to do more than what was required to do in  

economic-, social-, environmental- and ethical terms, as defined by Verma (2014), European 

Commission (2011) and Portney (2005). This because CSR activities are perceived to  

increasingly become naturally to be engaged in. In this thesis, the suggested meaning of CSR 

could be as follows: 

 

Working with CSR entails having the ambition to, in various 

ways, show that you are a respected member of society and not 

just an accepted member. Working with CSR should not be seen 

as doing more than what is required but instead be seen as an  

obvious choice. To be engaged in CSR activities are taken for 

granted and may therefore not be viewed as a competitive  

advantage. At least not among the large, interviewed accounting 

firms.  

 

6.2.2 Practical implications 

The managers interviewed in large accounting firms care about CSR for different reasons. 

However, the main finding is that managers seem to actually care, whether it is for the sake of 

business or for society at large. What this thesis could provide is reinforced perceptions of the 

connection between CSR and competitive advantage and the information that it is important 

for accounting firms to work with CSR, due to the mentioned reasons (reputation, image and 

employees). Accounting firms could however find it difficult to differentiate themselves from 

competitors solely based on CSR efforts, unless they innovate a rare, irreplaceable, inimitable 

and valuable CSR action or strategy, and must therefore find other strategies to create  

competitive advantage.  
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6.3 Suggestions for future research 
This thesis do not cover customer perceptions, it only studies managers’ perceptions of the 

connection between competitive advantage and CSR efforts. Since previous research have 

been studying customers perceptions of CSR quantitatively (Fitzpatrick, 2013; Ibrahim & 

Angelidis, 1993; Ibrahim et al., 2006; Rupp et al., 2006; Öberseder et al., 2013), one  

suggestion is to qualitatively study the customers/clients choice of accounting firm. Is CSR 

work an important criteria when choosing an accounting firm? Do customers’ choices of  

accounting firm depend on to what degree the accounting companies work with CSR? Or is 

their choice more dependent on price and service, since CSR could be seen as a hygiene  

factor, as some of the interviewed accounting thought? 

 

Regardless of industry, it may also be interesting to study how companies measure how  

profitable CSR is and if/how it is connected to companies’ intentions to be engage in CSR 

activities? Due to egoistic reasons (Yadav, 2013), to be a good corporate citizen or for actual 

real personal concern?   

 

Another suggestion is to make a similar research, namely to study the perceived connection 

between CSR and competitive advantage, but in small and mid-sized accounting firms. Even 

though it is known that smaller companies to a minor degree work with CSR (Perrini et al., 

2007), it may be interesting to find out if the outcome is different or if the connection between 

CSR and competitive advantage remains the same. 
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Appendix 1: Interview-guide (English version) 
 

General question 
1. What does the concept of CSR mean for you and your company?  

  - Important for your business?  

    

Perceptions 
* Beliefs/attitudes/ambitions/moral mindset 

2. Why do you think it is important to practise CSR/Why do your company practise CSR? 

  - Describe your personal beliefs about CSR 

  - Has your attitude towards CSR always been the same? 

  - For who, do you think, the CSR activities are important? 

  - What do you think the effect will be working actively with CSR?   

 

* Behavior towards CSR 

3. How do you practise CSR at your company? 

  - Specific CSR strategies/policies used? 

  - What do you think is the ‘best’ way to work with CSR? 

 

* Discretion 

4. Can you/the local office managers' influence CSR activities used in your company? 

  - If yes, How can you influence CSR activities used in your company? 

  

* Priorities 

5. Do you think some CSR activities are more important than others?  

  -Which?  

  -Why? 

 

CSR 
* Drivers/motives 

6. What do you consider to be the driving forces behind CSR work? 

  - Why do you think that? 

 

* Obstacles 

7. What do you think are the difficulties working with CSR? 

  - Why do you think that? 

  - Have you met these difficulties in reality? 

 

Competitive Advantage 
* Sources to competitive advantage 

8. Do you think CSR have any effect on your company’s competitive advantage? 

  - If yes, What effects?  

  - What kind of competitive advantages, do you think can be achieved with CSR? 

 

9. What do you think make your company stand out from other accounting firms? 

 - How do you think CSR activities used, distinguish the company from competitors in the      

   market? - Why do you think that? 

- On the contrary, if you had been stop working with CSR activities, do you think it has any 

effect on the competitive advantages?  

- What are the effects? 
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Appendix 2: Interview-guide (Swedish version)  
 

1. Vad betyder CSR för dig och ditt företag? 

Är det viktigt för er?  

 

2. Hur utövar ni CSR på ert företag? Hur arbetar ni med CSR? 

Speciella strategier/områden/policys?  

Vilket är det bästa sättet att jobba med CSR på?  

 

3. Varför utövar ni CSR på ert företag?  

För vem är era CSR-aktiviteter viktiga?  

Vad blir effekterna av att arbeta med CSR för ert företag?  

 

4. Vad är din personliga åsikt om CSR? 

Har du alltid haft samma åsikt eller attityd gentemot CSR?  

 

5. Kan de lokala kontorscheferna påverka CSR aktiviteter i företaget?  

 

6. Tror du att vissa CSR-aktiviteter är viktigare än andra?  

Vilka? (T.ex. tredje världs utveckling, miljö) 

Varför? 

 

7. Vad är det som driver CSR framåt i ert företag?  

 

8. Vad finns det för speciellt hinder i ert CSR arbete? (Dvs. som kan begränsa arbetet)  

Varför? Har du stött på dessa i verkligheten? 

 

9. Vad tror du får ert företag att stå ut/sticka ut från andra revisionsbyråer?  

 

10. Tror du att ert arbete med CSR har någon effekt på era konkurrensfördelar (Dvs. gör att 

kunder väljer er framför andra företag?)  

Speciella CSR sanktioner?  

Vad för slags konkurrensfördelar känner du uppnås? 

Om man tänker motsatsen, att ni skulle ta bort era CSR aktiviteter, tror du då det har någon 

effekt på konkurrensfördelarna?  Vilka effekter? 
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Appendix 3: Operationalization chart 

Theory Question Reference No. 

question 

Aspects of CSR - Economic-,  

legal-, ethical-, philanthropic- and 

environmental responsibility; Stra-

tegic and responsive CSR 

How do you practise CSR 

at your company? 

(Carroll, 1991; Milita-

ru & Ionescu, 2007; 

McWilliams & Sie-

gel, 2011; Porter & 

Kremer, 2006). 

2, 3 

Motivation for CSR as moral, an-

ticipation of threat or increased 

demand for such products 

Why do you practise CSR? (Baron, 2001). 2, 3 

Philanthropic responsibility leads 

to good reputation  

Why do you practise CSR? (Carroll, 1991; 

McWilliams & Sie-

gel, 2011).  

2, 3, 6  

Managers’ perceptions of CSR 

influence actions, organizational 

behavior and performance in a 

company 

How can you influence 

CSR activities used in your 

company? 

(Abbas, 2009; Peder-

sen, 2010). 

4 

Managers implement ethics into 

strategy 

How can you influence 

CSR activities used in your 

company? 

 

(Desai & Rittenburg, 

1997) 

4 

Personal characteristics, such as 

age, gender and education are fac-

tors in perception of CSR 

Basic information 

 

 

 

(Pedersen, 2009) - 

Most important CSR-activities are 

employee-responsibility, 

environmental respect, product 

responsibility and legal compli-

ance 

How do you practise CSR 

at your company? 

Varenova et al., 2013) 

 

 

 

 

3, 5 

Least important CSR activities are 

third world development, fighting 

poverty, but also society well-

being and development, and 

maximization of shareholder 

wealth. 

How do you practise CSR 

at your company? 

(Varenova et al., 

2013) 

3, 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Managers commit on doing no 

harm, but not to investigate to be 

in a positive force 

How do you practise CSR 

at your company? 

How can you influence 

CSR activities used in your 

company? 

(Pedersen, 2010) 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6 
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CSR-activities performed by  

companies should not decrease 

profitability, but it does not have to  

increase profit. 

How do you practise CSR 

at your company? 

(Varenova et al., 

2013) 

3, 6 

Lack of ethical standards within 

the company is an obstacle for 

working with CSR 

What do you think are the 

difficulties working with 

CSR? 

(Kernisky, 1997) 7 

Motives for CSR can be:  

encouragement and regulations 

from government, main stake-

holders, consumers, globalization, 

internal mindset of company, the 

manager 

Why do you practise CSR? 

What do you consider to be 

the driving forces behind 

your CSR work? 

(Candy, 2013; Crane 

et al., 2008; Kalyar et 

al., 2013; Panapanaan 

et al., 2003) 

2, 6 

Due to control over resources, the 

manager can affect CSR behavior 

in the organization 

How can you influence 

CSR activities used in your 

company? 

(Waldman et al., 

2006). 

2, 3, 4 

Companies have CSR activities 

simply to improve reputation and 

some are more responsible because 

they are being watched, often large 

companies. Enjoy reporting social 

responsibility. 

Why do you practise CSR? (Duff, 2011; Duff & 

Guo, 2010; Laudal, 

2011; Varenova et al., 

2013) 

2 

Reputation is the most important 

factor for working with CSR 

Why do you practise CSR? (Ditlev-Simonsen & 

Midttun, 2011) 

2, 3 

Competitive advantage is when the 

company is implementing a strat-

egy not used by others 

What do you think make 

your company stand out 

from other accounting 

firms? 

(Barney, 1991) 9 

Strategic for a company to focus 

on a small number of CSR activi-

ties 

How do you practise CSR? (Porter & Kremer, 

2006) 

3, 6 

By adopting new products, 

services, processes, strategies, 

resources, skills before competi-

tors, possible to achieve competi-

tive advantage. 

How do you practise CSR? 

Why do you practise CSR? 

(Barney, 1991; Hur-

ley et al., 2005; Patel, 

2011) 

2,  3 

Do CSR activities to foster future 

employment and prove how attrac-

tive the workplace is 

Why do you practise CSR? (Duff & Guo, 2010) 2 

CSR does not have to be a com-

pany policy, but a results of values 

and actions within the company. 

How do you influence CSR 

activities used in your com-

pany? 

(Hemingway & 

Mclagan, 2004) 

4 

CSR activities may be one source 

to competitive advantage  

Why do you practise CSR? 

What do you think the ef-

(Filo et al., 2010; 

Militaru & Ionescu, 

9 
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fect will be working ac-

tively with CSR? 

2007) 

CSR is considered as a multifac-

eted concept which do not have 

one accepted definition 

What does the concept of 

CSR mean for you? 

(Cerne, 2008) 2 

 

 

CSR has become an attractive  

attribute in companies, the pres-

sures of competitiveness in com-

panies are increasing and CSR has 

become a strategic issue  

Why do you practise CSR? 

 

(Morgan, Ryu & 

Mirvis, 2009) 

1 

Different companies can have  

different priorities when it comes 

to CSR 

Do you think some CSR 

activities are more impor-

tant than others? Which? 

Why?  

(Varenova, Samy & 

Combs, 2013) 

5 

Sources to competitive advantage  What do you think make 

your company stand out 

from other accounting 

firms? Do you think CSR 

have any effect on your 

company’s competitive 

advantage? 

(Porter, 1985); Filho 

et al., 2010); Militaru 

& Ionescu, 2007) 

8, 9 
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Appendix 4: Empirical overview 

Company Theory Text 

Alpha Personal  

values/beliefs/attitudes/behavior 

Anna is environmentally conscious at home as 

well. Alison believe CSR to be a part of busi-

ness. It is important to ‘be clean’ and dedicated 

to society personally to convince the surround-

ings that CSR is important for business. 

 Org. priorities/ambition/moral 

mindset 

Influence where they can influence the most, 

using their expertise. Responsibility towards 

environment and employees is extremely impor-

tant. 

 Discretion Allowed to come up with initiatives locally but 

are controlled from the top. Locally in Halm-

stad, no one has ever brought a CSR issue up to 

the head office. 

 CSR - responsibilities Most visible responsibility: environmental re-

sponsibility. Also contributes socially as well, 

by donating money and getting involved in pro-

jects. 

 CSR - Obstacles Difficult to measure and visualize where 

they  make the greatest difference. 

 CSR - Drivers/motives Pressure from market, managers and employees. 

Desire to increase reputation/brand image. 

 Competitive Advantage No major effect on the competitive advantage 

because competitors are still working with CSR 

in a similar manner. Positively to work with 

CSR because it could lead to increased  

employee satisfaction, reputation, brand. 

 Sources to competitive advantage Service and price is still the key to competitive 

advantage according to Anna. However, Alpha 

consider their CSR work to result in increased 

reputation/image and they cannot stop working 

with CSR because then they would fall behind 

the competition. The company that most clearly 

demonstrate how they work with CSR is the 

company which can benefit from competitive 

advantages. 

Beta Personal  

values/beliefs/attitudes/behavior 

Bertil is to some extent personally environ-

mental conscious, but at work he thinks most of 

business opportunities. 

 Organizational  

Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 

Beta priorities the environment, employees/ 

customers as well as the society. Code of  

conducts are established in the company to 

show that they take responsibility. 
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 Discretion Local offices could engage in local  

projects/organizations. But if they want to do 

something that is 'outside the box', this must be 

discussed with the head office. 

 CSR- Responsibilities Environmental responsibility is the main focus 

area. 

 CSR - Obstacles Not allowed to account pro bono. The balance 

act between profit and CSR efforts, can be  

difficult. Different wills within the company. 

 CSR - Drivers/motives Pressure from the market. Motives are to  

increase their reputation/image as well as attract 

new employees and customers. 

 Competitive Advantage No difference in the competition in terms of 

CSR - therefore no competitive advantage. They 

are all the same! However Bodil think they do 

more than their competitors but Bertil believes 

that Beta does not have the ambition to be more 

unique than the others. 

 Sources to Competitive Advantage The effect of CSR, lead to good reputa-

tion/image. 

Gamma Personal  

values/beliefs/attitudes/behavior 

Both Gunnar and Gunilla have positive attitude 

to CSR and are environmental conscious at 

home. 

 Organizational  

Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 

Gamma is thinking very much about their  

employees and want to make them involved in 

various projects. Gunnar however believes that 

it is not always easy to stay within the  

frameworks and follow them to the letter. 

 Discretion Gamma is quite controlled by the three E's 

(Education, environment and entrepreneur-

ships). However, it is possible for the local  

offices to engage in local projects. 

 CSR - Responsibilities Involved in volunteering projects as well as 

donating money. Responsibilities they under-

take is in accordance with the three E's. 

 CSR - Obstacles Financial frameworks and time restrictions may 

be seen as obstacles, according to Gunilla.  

Gunnar however has not perceived financial 

limitations locally, but agrees that time could 

limit CSR work. 

 CSR - Drivers/motives Pressure from the market, and employees 

have  higher requirements. To get increased 

reputation and image important. 
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 Competitive Advantage No competitive advantage is incurred, however, 

there are benefits (economical, strengthens the 

brand, etc.) for working with CSR. However, 

the competitiveness will be reduced if Gamma 

would stop working with CSR → Hygiene  

Factor. What separates Gamma from their com-

petitors is their corporate culture. Employees are 

the heart of Gamma’s organization! 

 Sources to Competitive Advantage CSR strengthen the brand and also the attrac-

tiveness to retain/attract employees. 

Delta Personal  

values/beliefs/attitudes/behavior 

Doris is environmentally conscious also  

privately. Affects where she can influence the 

most, even at home. 

 Organizational  

Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 

Delta prioritizes and aims to help make society 

sustainable. Guidelines for this can be seen in 

Delta policies. 

 Discretion The local offices can affect pretty much them-

selves. They are not strictly controlled from the 

top. 

 CSR - Responsibilities Environmental and social responsibilities are in 

focus. Delta participates in volunteer projects 

and are donating money. This by influencing 

where they can influence the most. 

 CSR - Obstacles Old habits are perceived to go against new prin-

ciples, which may restrict CSR work. Example: 

take the airplane instead of the train. 

 CSR - Drivers/motives Pressure from the market as well as from within 

the company, to work with sustainability issues. 

Another driver may be to increase reputation 

and image. 

 Competitive Advantage No competitive advantage because all the other 

major accounting firms are equal. Delta’s goal 

is, however, to be at the forefront of CSR issues. 

Doris does not think that the market is ready 

yet. However, she believes that potential future 

employees set higher demands for CSR partici-

pation, making CSR important to work with. 

 Sources to Competitive Advantage Delta has set ambitious goals within the organi-

zation in terms of CSR. Example; how to make 

the environment better, which is perceived to 

make employees happy and committed to get 

involved. Delta cannot stop working with CSR, 

because this would have a major negative im-

pact on their competitive advantages. It would 

be more expensive in economical terms.  Would 

also lead to eg. less customers/ employees. 
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Epsilon Personal  

values/beliefs/attitudes/behavior 

Both Elisabeth and Elin want to 'practice what 

they preach'. They both have positive attitudes 

towards CSR, and are environmental conscious 

at home as well. 

 Organizational  

Priorities/ambition/moral mindset 

Epsilon have the ambition to be number one in 

CSR issues. It is important to them because they 

already have  great pressure and expectations 

from the market due to the fact that they are 

known for being 'green'. Code of conducts are 

being established. 

 Discretion They are locally not really controlled by the 

head office. Important that they locally have set 

their own goals and take their own initiatives to 

drive the CSR process forward.  

 CSR - Responsibilities Environmental responsibility in clear focus. 

 CSR - Obstacles Although market pressure can have a positive 

effect on CSR work, it can also act as a limita-

tion. Especially at times when the market wants 

quick results on other than CSR work. Then it 

may happen that CSR work is not on the top of 

the priority list. Economy and fall back into old 

habits may also limit. 

 CSR - Drivers/motives Pressure from the market could act as a driver. 

Also the desire to strengthen the brand and to 

not make their customers unhappy. Therefore 

important to have dedicated employees who 

have similar moral mindset as the organization. 

 Competitive Advantage Epsilon believes that they are ahead of their 

competitors in terms of environmental issues 

and that they have an advantage of being 'green' 

As for people and society, they are on the same 

level as their competitors. 

 Sources to Competitive Advantage Epsilon believes that they have a clear advan-

tage over its competitors in terms of environ-

mental responsibility. Do not think that they 

have a competitive advantage, rather an advan-

tage. Elisabeth believes that firms working with 

CSR should not have a plus that they are work-

ing with it, since it is taken for granted in to-

day's environment. That is why CSR does not 

give any obvious competitive advantages, but 

can reduce competitive advantages for compa-

nies which is not working with CSR 
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